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INTRODUCTION
The partial specific Gibbsl free ener gy or the chemical
potential ha s been shown to be the most desirabl e ther modyna mic
f unction for describing soil- water systems.

The absol ut e value of

the chemical pot ential of soil water cannot be

dete rmin~d .

If pure

wate r at standard teffipe rature and pressure is taken as che r eference ,
the difference between t he chemica

potential of soil

~ater

and

t r~t

of the r efe rence can be measured and is called "soil ;:ater pot ent al ,"
which has the dimension of energy per unit mass.
The barome tric pr essure at t he sea level has been a ccep t ed as
the standard reference pr essure.
cert ain

prop~rLy

Thus, any device that measur es a

with r espect t o local barometric pressure should be

standardized to t he pressure at sea level.

In case of a

a device for measuring soil water poten t ial operating at

t~nsiomete r,
d1ffer~nt

locations with varying altitudes, the reference pressure changes from
pla ce to place an

tine t o time.

In pressure plate or JOressure ooembrane

apparatus , on the other hand , the soil water potential is meas reo at a
pressure several times gre at er than s tanda rd reference j::ressur e.

If

pressure has an appreciable influence on the soil water potential,
t her e would be a problem with res pect t o pres sure i n eva luation of
water potential.
The effec t of external pressure on soil
neglected by most worker s in the past.

~ater

potential has been

That is , they have assumed that

~he ther modynamic symbols of Guggenheim (l~ ) will be used throughout this dissertation .

2

soil water behaves the scme way toward pressure as pure fre e wate r.
The main objective of this investigation is t o evaluote the validity
of this assumption and to determine the nature of the pressure dependence of soil wa ter potential.

.3

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

His t ori cal Background of the Problem
The effect of pressure on soil water potential has usually be en
assumed by soil physicists t c be negligible.

Richor ds (.34), i n evalu-

ating the press ure membrane method for measuring metri c 90t en t ia l
maintained tha t:
The rate of change of oatric potential ~i t h press~re
is seldom mentioned and is ger.aral ly assumed t o be negligib~~ .
It is just another of those soil effects awaiting inves ti gation.
Richards and Ogata (.36) made the statement that the effec t of pr essure
on matric potential is assumed t o be of the s ame order of magni tu e as
the compressibility of liquid wate r in bulk, and
negligible for most purposes.
assumption is t heoretically and

the refo~

However, it will be seen
e xpe ri n~ nta lly

it is

l~t ~ r

t hd t this

involid,

Taylor (41) , in introducing the concept of activity of
pointed out clearly that t ha results obtaine

~ roba bly

by the

method for dete rmining moisture potential would be

pre c. ur~

differ~ nt

~atEr ,

mefu rana
tha n those

obtained by the tensiometer method becaus e the activity of soil wut er is
different at a pressure greater than standard reference pressure.

Collis-

George (12) exp lained that if pressure is constant over t he l ene t t. of
a vertical soil column standing in free wate r, the moistur e contdnt
variation with height mcy not coincide with the mo isture-con t en"
variation with suction obtained by conventions
techniques,

pressure -c,embrd n~

4
" ur• :,c:t

Peck (Jl) asswned that the effect of a:tr r. res,;

potential was caused by t he effect of air tna t is entr","'" ·
by the wate r.

J.n

"" ter

u.,

so i

Based on this assumptiCJn anJ after mc.ny otilbr &p,,rox -

mations, he developed the mathematical relation

V'
p

r:.J

\!1• -V'

1

~ is the pressure diffe r ence across the air-•atar interface

where

(equivalent t o matric SUCtion)
function of water ,

v·is

0

Pe

1

l.S air preSSU,..., 0

(}

i~ tt.• VCl e

p

the relative volume of entnpp.,d dir , a n

hydrostatic pressure of soil water defined c. s

p : p + ljt

1

is

The author

•

did not pr esent any experimental data or verifica t ion in support of his
theory.
~utll)rs

Experimental cia t <> ,.hich have bee n reported by various
J4) have always gi ven oositive va lues for

.

soils .

~
oiJt

fer severa

If thi s is generally true, one can see clecrly

i 4J,

d J.ffe rtnt
Peck's

th~t

1

equation contains a discontinuity point when
for this discontinuity is when
where Pe0
of

p

o& : V 1
pdlj/'

•

The li~it

approaches zero in t.hc r"ghm of

is atmosphe ric pressure .

Pe> P > 0

This limit corres:>CJnds t o th~ va lue

1

ljt approaching - Pe in the region of 0 > ljt '> - Pe0
Peck (Jl) did not point out t ha t such a discontinu ty pol.nt axi~ ts

nor did he propose any explanation with regard t o its
soil water systems.

si gr~fic& n c~

in

Ther e seems to be no physical nor thtoretical r eason

to believe that such a discontinuity actually exists in soil-wc.ter systems .
Consequently, Peck' s theory seems to have no valid applica tion.
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Richards et al. (35) have reported recently "that n,e<.surerr.ents of
total water potential as measured by the method of vapor pressure showed
no significant difference as air pressure changed.

The accura cy of

their measure ments was O. OJ bars whi.ch co1·responds to J joules pe r
kilo gram (30 em . of water).

Therefore, it is possible that the magnitude

of pressure dependence of water potential, in the

conte nt r ;;nge in

>~ater

which they we r e working was below their accuracy of measurements.
Pressure as an Inaepen ent Variable
in Thermodynamic Equations
The use of energeti cs of soil water has occupieO.
soil and irrigation scientists f or many years.

th~

;;tteht1on of

Buckincham (11) wus the

first t o introduce the concept of "capillary potential" in 1';107.

He

defined it as "the work required per centigram t o pull th,, wat.:r away
from the mass of soil" when the soil is a t some dei'inite t.;;t=r con t.ent.
Later use and development of this concept led the

investig~to rs

1940 ' s to shirt from mechanics to t he direct application of

in

the

thcrn~dynamics.

The main reason i'or this shii't is t he fact that e nergy relations of soil
wate r are strongly temperature depe ndent , and the refore the use of thermodynamics is more accurate.
The r e is some a bigui ty about the nature of the pre ssurc tl.<. t is
used as an independent variable in thermodynamic equatic.ns presented
by difi'erent workers .

This has l ed to controversial ideas, u.ost of

which deal with whether this pressure is the hydrostatic
the soil water or the external pressure on the system.

~ ressure

of

6
Day (15 ) was among the earliest who utillzad the method of
tl.crmodynami cs s eparat e from mechanics f or describing soil wate r
syst ems.

He defined the chemical potent ia , or , as he call ed it,

"moi s ture potential 1J. , a s

fL

r 2J

= (___QQ__
l
oni T,P,nj

where G is t he Gibbs free energy , n j is t he <o mount cf ths constituent

i in the system. Then be cons i dered fL to

be a functio n of only ttll'.ae

v<.riables . namaly p:::-essure p , t rup., r atul'tl T , an

nj

s::;lute concentration

Thus he expressed the t otal diff er enti al as

dfL =

ofL
(arl dT +

OfL

OfL

( ap- l d P +zlan. l dn i

[ JJ

J

The la s t term

~< h ich

"osmotic effe ct. "

was designated by Day as d w

be cam8 known as the

Ther e is no specifica t ion about t he naturd of the

pressure t erm in Day's equation , and wat e r content's ef fec t is not
included.

However, Babcock and Over street (5) i nt e r pr e t ed Day 's

as the hydrostatic pressure of wat e r f i lm in the s oil.
Edlef s en and Anderson (17) pre sented a t hermodyna i c t rea t men t
of soil wate r in which pr essure, solute concentration, &nd gr avity were
considered to be independent variables .

Here again wa t er content is

not included, and was most probably consider ed t o be implicit in the
pre s sure term.
Babcock and Overstreet (5) pointed out clearly the difference
between the hydrostatic pressure a n

exte rnal pressure and prese nted

2The parentheses in icate that a
variable s except t he one
represented in the term are t o be held const ant .

2

7
a discussion as to which one should be used as an independent variable
in thermodynamic equations.

They stated:

Thermodynami cs demands tha t the state Vbricbles which
are selected be macroscopic, experimentally measurdble
quantities. The microhydrostatic pressure >Jithin a moisturt<
film or the radius of curvature of the film do not n,eet this
demand, and it is improper to define the pressure t e rm in a
thermodynamic foundat ion in terms of these quanti ties .
They defined the pressure term as the pressure exerted an the soil
system by the surroundings.

An additional variable >Jas intrud ceo to

be a ded to Day's equation '"hi ch is as t hey calle · it the "relative
amount of water to soil" under unsaturated) conditions.

They in ' icated

that any appropriate r elative quantity can be used in place of this
variable.

However, they preferred to use water content on the dry

weight basis , which will also be used throughout this dissertation
and is denoted by

8 .

The effect of the radius of the curvature or

of the hydrostatic pressure, as Babcock and Overstreet (5) held, on
the chemical potential is included in

e. .

Then Babcock and Ove r s treet's

equa tion in the absence of external fie lds can be represente

dJL

= (*.)dPe+ (

By definition where {

~j

~~

)dT+(

): -

~;

)d8+'lJ

as

~~ . )dnj

{4_7

S W and { ~ ~ ) : VW Jwhere S and \j

w

w

are the partial specific entropy and partial specific volume of soil
water respec tively (18, 19) .

Then e uation [-4_7 becomes

dJL : - SdT + VdP+ (..dl:.)d8+

w

w e

o8

l:(---ll.t: )dn.
onj

J

It is interesting to note that although Babcock end Overstreet

JThe unsaturated condition is assumed for soil t hroughout this
dissertation .

r5J
(5)

8

cleared the confusion about the use of pressure in thermodynamic
equations , surprisingly they introduced th& same kind of confusion
in their later paper (7) for interpreti ng the Buckingham equa t ion (11).
Takagi (40) , Collis-George (12) , ond Taylor (3 8 , 42) have drawn attention to this ambiguous usage of

by Babcock and Overstreet (7) and

have confirmed that the pressure tent in thermodynamic equations should
be external pressure .
Bolt and Frissel (8) have r eviewed the liter ature dealing with
the thermodynamics of soil moi sture dnd t eir point of vi ew is that
Day's equation is correct with the exception that the pressure t erm
consists of two parts ,
the water fi lm ,

dp.

:: {

e

Thus equa t ion

~~

)dT+ {

Comparison of equations
sam

p + P. where p is the hydrostati c pressure in

L-6J

L-3_7 becomes

~~
and

)dPe+ {

L-4J

~~ )dP+~J ~~j )dnj · · r6_7

shows that they are basica l,y the

~ith little differ ence , that is , the water content of equation

is being replace

by hydrostatic pre ssure in equation

L-6J.

L-4_7

Ina smuch

as the hydrostatic pressure of water is not a macroscopic quantity , the
equation of Babcock and Overstreet (5 ) seems t o be more practical.
Box and Taylor (10), in studying the effect of soil compaction on
soil moisture potential, introduced anothe r variabl e of state , soil bulk
density, the effect of which , as t hey showed, cannot be neglected .

ddi-

tion of this variable to equation ~5J would result in a new equation as

9
where p

8

is s oil bulk den sity.

At t h is point it should be pointed out t h.,t s on•e -.ork.,r s , mainly
in the field of soil mechanics and so il engineer i ng , have used the confined or mechani cal pres sure on the soil f or th'l pr e ssure t e rm in
thermodynamic equations (lJ) ,

Howeve r, thi s effect ha s us ublly been

included with the bulk density chanee (9 , 10 , 42) , and it is consi e red
to be i ndependent of t he exte r nal at mospher ic pressure.
Evaluation of Soil 14a t " r Poten ti;;ls
The a bsolute value of the chen,i cal pottntial of s oil wa t er can
not be dete rmined in soil moisture s tudies; but r at her the diffe r ence
with r espec t t o a refer e nce, in t his case pure fre e water, i s of importance and ca n be measured.

For com.llUons of consLanL temperature

(isothermal) , bulk densi ty, and pre ssure , equa tion ~7_7 be comes

dp. :: (_Q}!:_ )d8 + l:( .2£__ )dn .•
ae
ani
J
I n this equa tion the terms (.A.!:!:_) and "\ ( ..2.1!:_)

iJ

and

1T

,

respe ctivel y.

i ntegr ated f or m of

T

e

L-

"(}

[ a_]

can be denoted by

n·

T

However , Taylor e t al . J(4J ) c onsi e red the
as the ma tric paten tia 1 , 4 ljt

m

18Td8 = 1/tm

eo

and the integrated f orm of

1T

a s the solute pot enti al,

[ig]

4rhis term was fi rst proposed by T. J. Y.arsha l in the interim r eport
of the International Committee of Horticultural Congres s , ia rch 1958 (34).
Taylor et al. (43) defined it as that portion of wa t e r pot ential that can
be attributed to the a ttraction of s oil matrix for wa ter .

10

The limits of integration in equat ion

L-9_7 is

from water cont en t a t

saturation to any given water conte nt , and f o r equa t ion

LIQ]

i s from

zero solute concentrati on to any given conce ntration.
The i ntegra t ed form of t he l eft side of equa tion
the moisture or the water potential ,

~

L-8_7

is ca lled

•

JL -fLo=
where

JL 0 is chemical potential of pure f r ee wat er and JL is the chemi cal

potential of soil wa t er at a ny given moisture cont ent and salt concentrati on ,

The term "total potential" as used by Ri chards (34 , 36) is

the same term as in equatio n

Ll!7.

Both equ~ ti ons

L-9_7 and L1Q7

can

be expressed in t erms of chemical potent ia l differ ence if the limits
are appropriate .

For instance, matric potent ial can be written a s

where JL~ is the chemical potential of s oil water at saturation Gnd

L127
'where p.0is t he chemi cal potential of purtl f:-ce Ha t e r as in the ca se of
equation

L1!7;

addition of equations Ll~7 and

L1i7 r e sults

in

L1!±7
An equation of type
Taylor~

[l!±J has

been pre sented by Babcock &n

al . (43) and Richards (34 ,

J?) .

Over s tree t ( 6) ,

11

A difficulty presents itself in connection witt. equation ~8_7 and
integration of its various components.

To begin with , •atcr content Gnd

salt concentration are assumed to be independent of each other.
r eality , there a r e i nst ances when this is not the case.

In

Ken.per (23)

stated that successive increments of solution coming out of a pressure
membrane have increasingly hi gher s alt concentrction due to what he
called "salt sieving effect . •
and Richards

The same result wa s reported by Reitemeye r

(JJ). This would cause an error in determination of matric

potential by the pressure plate or pressure membrane methods as discussed
in Appendix A.

In the case of the tensiomet er, as will be seen later ,

this difficulty is minimized, especially in the case of low salt concentration.
Each one of t he terms in equation L1~7 can be determined experimentally.

The relationship between water potential and r el ative vapor

pressure of water at equilibrium with s oil water (36 , 43 , 37) , provides
a t ool for measurement of lj! and lj!

s

This relationship is

[i;;.7
wher e

R is the specific gas constant and p 1 p0 i.s the relativco vapor

pressure of soil wa t er.

Appa r atus ar

now in use that will measure P/Po

with a precision of six significant figures ()6 , 24 ).

In this met hod

the gas phase acts like a semi - permeable membrane across whic h water
vapor can move but not soil matrix nor solutes ,
The evaluation of matric potential will be discuss ed in detail in
later sections.

12

Effect of Pressure on Thermodynamic Prooerties
Water activity
The absolut e activity,

>..; , of a component

t aining gas , liquid , and solid phasus

in a m xed system con-

is r ola t ed to chemical potential

(18, 19) by the equation

JL ;=

[i§]

RTin>..;

This equa tion provides t .e possib

ity of

t~king

aosolute act vity

rather than che1uical potential as t he depomdent variable of state whenever it is mor e conveni ent t o do so .

Taylor (41) has applied this

concept t o soil-water systems .
Applying equat ion
respect to

p ,
e

Li£7 t o s ell

wa t &r and differentiating wi th

while holding other Vdriables co stant, would r esul t in

RT dln>..w

Liz7

dPe

Substituting \[,

w

for (~) in equation

dIn >-w

=

d Pe
If equ~tion

[1.§7

[iz7

oPe

an

rear:-an,;ing gives

Vw

[1§.7

RT

is a?plied to a ~ingle component syste~> of puru frbe

water, a different equation is obtained as

::

wher e >..~and V~ are activity an
re spectively.

RT

£i'l.7

spec fie vo ume of pure fre e water ,

Subtra ction of equa tion

L12J f r om Li§.l gives

lJ

>..w

d l n"\0

"w

::

If water vapor is t reated as an ideaL ga s t he t e rm

>-w
>-w

i s ca lled

relative activity and i s equal t o r el at i ve va por pressure ,
Thus equat ion

L2Q7

p 1 Po ·

be comes

dln-P-

po

::

Vw-~
RT

Equation

[2y

sho"s th<.t t.t.t: pre:>sure rela t "onsr.ip t o re <•t.ivt: vopor

pressure depends upon t.he differ encu

bet~een

t he part ial specific volume

of water in the mixture and t hat in the pure free state,
ilar t o

[217

Equations sim-

have been used t o det e r mine the volume difference in a phase

change pr ocess .

For

e~ amp le ,

Glusstone (18 ) s uggests equation

~

L2i/

RT
where N 2 1s solubility of a pure soli
liquid a nd 6

vf is

f or ming an i deal solution in a

the vol ume change accompanying t he fu s i on of 1 mole

or 1 gram of solid solute a t const ant t emperature .
Entropy and entha lpy
Pressure dependence of e ntropy is r el a t ed t o the coefficient of
thermal expansion by means of Maxwell ' s equution as is derived by
Guggenheim (19 ):

. .'
where

S and V are entropy a,1Cl vol,lllle of t he syst em, respectively .

Lii!
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a

The term

is the coefficient of thermal expansion and is defi.ned as

I

= v

a
Equation

[2:j]

is for

&

closed syst em , but it could be modified for

an open system and be applied to a soil wate r system as well.
one has to go back to the original e uation from which

L2l7 is

For this ,
derived

dG = - SdT + VdPe
which i s vali

E uation [2~7 is an exact

only for a closed systeffi.

differential and L2~ is one of the properties associated with its
exactness .

Equation

L-7_7

is equivalent to equation

sys t em when applied to soil water systems.

L227

for an open

It is a l so supposed to be

an exact differential, and therefore , Dn oquivDl cnt to equa tion

L2l7

is

=-aV
ww
where

aw

is the coeffic i ent of the rmal expansion of soil water.

information is available in the lite rature concerning

aw .

0

therefore,

no statement can be made a t this tin.e as to whe ther or not it is the
same as

a of free water.

Equation

£2£7

can be integra t ed with respect

t o pressure for soil water:

J

dS

w

= _(:
:Jft!

VdP

w .,.

t!

L2z7

where p is the hydrostatic pressure of soil water near the meniscus.
Since

a

w

and V can be considered inde pen e nt of pressure , we obtain

w

-

- o
ss =
w w

a

V ( P-

w w

P)
e
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Equation

£2§7

is interesting since it provides a ma thod for evalu-

a ting the partial specific t!ntropy from suction, the coefficient of
the rmal expansion , and the partial molar volume of soil water.
The equa tion for the pressure dependence of enthalpy is derived by
Gu ggenheim (19), and its modification for soil water is
:

where ~W is the partial molar enth~lpy of soil water.

T~is equation

can also be int egrat ed for soil w;;t .,r the son1e way as equation

[i.if to

give

From this equa tion the pa rt ial specific enthalpy change cun be measured
for soil wa t er once Vw and

aW ar e known.

Surface ene1 gy
Pressure dependence of surfa ce energy, y , is sho>m by Adamson (1)
in an equation as

where

A is the surfpce area. He a ss umed that the right s ide of this

equation is negative for a solid- liquid interface .

There fore , the equation

shows a de cre ase in surface ener gy as pressure increases.
According t o Adamson, pre ssure i ncrease over the liquid surface is
always associated with introducing an additional component into the system,
such as some inert gas.

One thus increases the density of liquid in the

gas phase; &nd, moreover, there will be some gas adsorbed on the liquid

16
surface, in an amount corresponding to a volume changel'.Vo •

The value

of t.V is determined by equation
0

RT

r--

where

Pe
f denotes the moles of gas adsorbed per unit area . The total

change in volume with area is the sum of D.V and the volume change of
0
the liquid. Thus

jj;]
Adamson reported th&t the first term doninates, so that t he surface
energy at a liquid gas interface eenerally decreases with increase in
pressure.
Gas Sorption by Soil Water as Affected by Pressure
The effect of gas sorption as a result of pressure increase on a
moist soil has been pointed out by Takagi (39).

In considering the

Gibb 's free energy equations of type ~7_7, Takagi held that the increase of pressure adds to the equation and that sorption of air has a
nega tive effect on it .

He suggested these changes are regulated by

including dissolved air of the liquid phase in the nj term, which will
then be the concentration of all solutes in cluding air in soil water .
The amount of gases sorbed by liquids increases in proportion to
the gas pressure according to Henry 1 s Law,
partial pressure of gas,
t he gas dissolved.

K is

p s KN ,

a constant, and

N is

where

p

is the

the mole fraction of

Free water can dissolve 1 . 87 percent by volume of

air at 20° C temperature and

1 bsr pressure (21). Ac cording to Daniels

17
and Alberty (14), the increase in volume caused Qy the solution of a
mol e of a ga s in a liquid is ne& rly equal to the corres9onding values
of

in the equation of Van der Waals .

This value for air is approxi-

mately 0.0)76 liter/mole which corr espon s to 0. 156 percent of the volwne
of dissolved gas.
0 . 187

= 2 . 83

The volwne increase, the , would amount t o 0. 0 156 x

x l o-3 per cent .

This means that for every luO cm3 of wate r

t he volume increa se due to solution of air is approximately 0. 00283 cm3 .
If ai r pressure is incr eased by 25 em Hg , the increase in tte volume of
water d e to solution of air would increase , according to Henry ' s Law,
up t o 0 . 00376 cm3 per 100 cm3 of water.
When one conside rs all these fi e,' llres, i t seems reasonable t o believe
that gas sor ption and its pressure dependence has little effect on the
volwne change of soil water .
Nakayama et al. (29) and Runkles et al. (38) have made an extensive
s t udy on the sorption of oxygen b;1 moist soils at varioas water contents .
Their results show t ha t t he sorption of oxygen by soil .vater is the same
as that by free water

dow~

to a very low water cont ent corresponding t o

a r el ative vapor pressure of approxima t ely 0 . 70.

For lower water cont ents ,

the amount of oxygen sorption was more t han t he theoreti cal value thBt can
be sorbed by free water.

Based on t he capilla ry concept and Kelvin ' s

equa t i on, a theory has bean developed by the same &uthors (30) to
the

hi~h

sorption of oxygen at vapor pressures lower

tr~n

. 70 .

~ xpla in

'his

r egion of s oi l water cont ent is far below the water content range of
the experiment repo rted in this dissertation.
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Specific Volume of Soil Water5
The physical str ucture of water in soil has been a focal point of
attention of soil physicist s and clay nd neralogist s for many years.
This is due to the suspicion that the orientation and the physical
properties of the absorbed water may be different in the vicinity of
the soli

surface than in the bulk liquid.

Specific volume (reciprocal

of density) is one of t he physical properties

t~t

has received the most

consideration.
It

has been generally believed that the adsorptive forces at the

clay- ~a ter

interface alter the structure of the adsorbea wcter , but the

nature of this alterati on is not yet established (26).

For example ,

some workers assume an ice tYPe structure for adsorbed water and thus
propose that adsorbed water is less dense than noraal

w~ter

(22 , 27),

Some investigators , on the other hand, believe that the hlgh ion concantration and calculated adsorptive pressure in the interfacia

region

would break down the hytirogen-bonried structure and lead tc closed pG cking,
thus a more dense structure (28).
The experiment al evidence to date is contradictory.

De Witt and

Arens (16) r epo rted t he values of 0. 76 , 0. 7), and 0.71 cm3/g for specific
vol ume of adsorbed water on mont morillonit e with moisture contents of

28 . 4 , 16. 6, and 11 . 6 percent , respectively.

MacKenzie (28) reported

values of specific vol ume of water ranging from 0.725 at
to 0.940 at 20 percent water.

Lo~

~ ~rcent

water

and Anderson (26) in proposing a new

5 Inasmuch as the pressure dependence of moisture po tential , as it
will be seen in t he next section, leads to calculations of pa rtial spec ific
volume of soi] water , it was found pe cessary t o present a review of the
previous works on the subject.
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technique for determining partial specific volun1a6 of soil wat~r in a
clay suspension found no difference betfteen the pa rtial specif1c volume
of water in Li, Na, and K-clay suspensions &nd that of pure

w~ter.

In a later paper Anderson anJ Low (3, 4) used a compression apparat us
and determined the specifi c volume of wat er adsorbed on Li-, Na-, and Kbentonite to be l.02c , l . OJl, and 1.021, respectively, for a dis t ance of
about 10
mately

Rfrom

the clay surfaces.

This distance corresponas t o approxi-

l molecular layers of water . They also reported a gradual increase

in specific volume as the clay surface was approached .
Low and Anderson's findings arc in complete disagreement wiln the
r eport of MacKenzie (28) and De Witt and Arens (16).

NacKenzie (28), in

criticizing Low and Anderson ' s conclusion, stated that the validity of
any results for the density of s orbed water are extremely difficult to
assess, since every value must necessarily involve the volUllie of the
sorbed water; and this has to be estimated on the assumption

tl ~t

the

au,ount of swelling of clay mineral represents tho volume of this w;;ter .
He believes that this can only be true if tr:e surface of the individua
clay mineral layers are impermeable to water.

He also st&ted that some

water moleculell could be adsorbed into t he hexagonal holes of th« clay
layers , thus givine a specific volume of zero .
From the above considerations , it would appear that no very useful
conclusions regarding the structure of a ' sorbed "ater can yet be drawn
from specific volume measurements.
6Low and Anderson (26) defined partial specific volume as the change
n the volume of the suspension resulting from the aadition of 1 gram of
water to such a large quantity of suspension tha t the cla y concentration
remains virtually constant, thus it is the volume per gram for the last
increment of water at the spe cified clay concentra tion.
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THEORY

Tensiometer Eguation
If one assumes no change in soil moisture, salt conce ntration,
temperature, and bulk density, equation

L-7_7 becomes

Let us consider a tensiometer cup installed in a soil connected t o a
mercury manometer when thermodynamic equilibrium is est&b ished .

In

such a system we have two phases at equilibrium with each other:

one,

water in the soil, denoted by a
cup , denote

by

/3 .

Equation

, and the other water in the t ens

J5f!.7

ome t ~r

can be integr~ ted for the phase

wHh

the limits of otmospheric pressur e and equilibrium pressure in the cup
(measured by the manometer),

J

dp./3

,/3

The limit fl-o corresponds to chemical potential of water in

u ,.,

meter cup, with the sa me salt concentration as soil water, when
The limit

/3
f1- corresponds

tensio-

P = Pe

to chemical potential of water in the tensio -

meter cup at equilibrium with soil water, thdrefore, fL

/3= fl- a •

Since

the coefficient of compressibility for wate r is of the order of 5 x 10-5,
can be considered independent of pressure (25), thus t he integrated
form of

Jj::J

is

a

fl- -

,/3

fl-o=

-/3
Vw ( p - Pel

J5P.7
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This equation is identical with eqUdtion L1~7: there fore,

J5z7
The important fact t o observe in

Jjz7

is the

is that the term

partial specific volume of water in the tensiometer c p ratl.<:r t.r.;;n that
Ho~ever,

of soil water.

there have been some authors i n the past
Day {15) thought t hat in

hold the opposite point of vi ew {25).
for tha tensiometer equation t o be

-f3
correct , V~ Vw·
-n

~ho

oro~r

buc the equilibr1um

state of the syst em , as was j ust sh0wn , does not r equira equality of any
property other t han chemical potent ial.
It mi ght now be observ ed that because s oil and tensiometer water are
in equilibrium does not mean that the pressure on both ai des of tho cup
is the same; t ha t is, that water in the soil must be unaer suction.
Babcock and Overstreet (5) have expla ined this clearly by saying t hat
it cannot be as sumed that the pr essure of the soil wa t er is
tha t of

~ate r

th~

same as

in the tensiometer cup any mor e than we could assume thut

the water in an osmomet e r i s at the sa me pressure in both phases at
equilibrium .

This brings out the point that we cannot directly obtain

the water pr essure in t he soil by mea ns of a tensiometer, but we ca n and
do obtain the n~t ric pot e ntial as s hown by
Taking t he deriva tive of equation

J5z7.

J517

with respect to external

pressure we get

d o/m
dR

-

dp.

dp.' 0

dpe

~
w
w

_,
d 'oe
When .!i.J!:_ and ___f:_ are replaced by \j and vo r esoectively ,
dpe

dPe

.

J5117
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equation £3~7 becomes
I

-

-o

v-v

::

w

w

I

cv; is t he specific volume of water at

equilibrium wit h so il wattlr trwt

con tains certain amounts of salts; neverthel ess , for ail practical purposes it is equal to the specific volun,e of pure free water, \jW . )
In the four comp6nent systems of soir, water , dissolved air , and
salts, the pa rtia l specific volume of soil water is defi ned as

14_7
where v is the volume of t he whole so il-wa t er syst em ,

n5

nj . n0

• and

are concent r ation of salt , dissolv ed air , and soil material, respec-

tive ly.

Since the water frac t i on of the soil water on dry weight basis

is the conventional way of expressing the amount of wa t er in soil , it is
dimensionally appropriate to express
sell dry weight basis,

V

changes , and repl acing

ffiQ7

V in

terms of volume fraction on

Assuming nj , n O, and ns stc.y constant as

v anc "w by

ve and

e . r espectively eq ation

becomes

dVe=

Vwde

In teg rati on of this eqm;tion between limits l>'ould give

ffiil
~Vats the change in the volume of soil-wa ter systa~ as a result of

adcition of water from

e,

and

82 .

has the dimension of ~ ·
is dimensionless and
din.ension of cmJ , thus [41.7 is dimensionally correct.
1

ve

e

g

vwhas

the

2J
lJtegration of the right side of equation

L4iJ

t .1at is ,

and the area under the curve

is plotted as a function of

can be made graph1cally;

between the limi ts is determined.
Equat ion

[4?,.7

corresponds to the same t ype of equation derived by

Phylip (32 ) for de termining integrated values of thermodynamic properties
from the p&rtial specific values .
Pressure Membrane Aoparatus
In the pressure membrane or pressure plate apparatus a

s~turated

soil

i~

subjec t ed to pressure and soil solution is extr acted unt il equilibrium

is

e~tabl ished

(out-flow ceases).

In this process of extracti on, under

s lt-free condi t ions or negligible amounts of salt, constant btUk density
ar.J temper a ture, only pressure and moisture con t ent is be ing varitd .

Thus equation ~7_7 becomes

[4;.7
Integration of this equation f or soil water inside the pressure c 11 and
for the pr vcess of extraction between the appropriate limits would result
in

=

1

Pel

P.e

V dP +
w

e
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'8

rd8

o

where FJois water content at satur,.tion and

8

is \>ater conten t ~t pressure

P61 under equilibrium conditions. fL o is the ch~rd.cal potenti<Jl of soil
1

water at saturation wrd.ch i s the same as that of out-fl ow watar.

Since

at equilibrium the chemical potential of water outside ana inside the
pressure cell is the sa me , that is,

fL

I

= fL o

, thus tl:a left s ide of

24
equation

L4!iJ

is zero.

Holding

\j

independent of pressure and re-

W

arranging equation L4~ and comb1ning it with equation

Li£7,

we get

L4:..7
Con.parison of this equation with

J5iJ

shows th;;t both relate matric

pote ntial to a pressure diffe:-ence across a JLembrane, but not in exactly
the same manner.

-13
Vw is

In the case of a t ensiometer, equetion

L)iJ,

the term

partia ly specific volume of water in the tensiombter cup , which

is the same as free water, whe re<.s the term \j or equation

w

specif c v olune of
content.

soil~

Lfi:fJ

is partial

in the pressure cell at <ny civen moistu r e

However, it Has shown earlier tha t

cn t tr.a n tha t of free water (1, 16, 27 , 28).

\j

W

of soil wa Lt.r i s differ-

Therefort, thu equilibrium

gauge pressure in a pressure membrane or a pr essure plEte should be
a.ultiplied by the partial specific volume of soil wa ter at equilibrium
mo i s ture conte nt befo re it could be callea soil wa ter ~atric potenti~l . 7

7For further discussion, refer to Appendix A, proposition #2 .
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PRELIMINARY EXPERIMENT

Tensiometer
Apparatus and procedure
A schematic diagram of the aoparatus is shown in Figure l.

A

tensiometer (mercury gauge type) was placed in hillville silt loaml
soil , and the whole system was sealed in a lucite plastic cylinder .
Rubber gaskets were used to help in sealing.

Air was introduced into

the system from a compressor, and the pressure was measured by a mercury
manometer attached to the system.
The expe riment was conducted i n a constant t emperature room with

±

. 50 C tempera ture vari atlon.

Water was added to dry soil until a

desired water content was reached.

After equi librium was established ,

the suct ion reading was recorded as the water suction at atmospheric
pr essure .

Pressure was then varied in increments of about 5 em Hg

using either compressed air for increased pressures , or vacuum for
reduced pr essur es.

The change in the tensiometer reading was recorded

as a function of time f or a period of 24 hours after each pressure change ,
The barometric pressure was also recorded from a barometer installed in
the nearby cons tant t emperature r oom.

To prevent evaporation, the soil

sample was covered by a r ubber membrane which contained a very small hole
to assure pre s sure equalization.
Results
A t ypica l variation of suction reading with respect to time after a
pressure change is shown in Figure 2.

When pressure was increased, t he

1 The Millville silt loam soil was used throughout th is study.
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suction reading rapidly reached a maximum point, then immediately start ed
t o decrease t oward equilibrium which was always reached in less t han 24
hours .

For the case of decreasing p ressure , a minimum point was quickly

reached f ollowed by a gradual increase t o an equi librium conditi on.

From

the suction reading at any equilibrium s t a t e , the mat ric po t ential wa s
plotted as a function of exte rna l pressure for two runs with different
moisture contents and at different temperatures.
Figure ) .

The r esult is shown in

The unit of ma tri c potential is chosen to be joules pe r kilogra m2

of water, a unit which seens to be a convenient one to use in soil water
studie s and was first introduced by Taylor et al . {4)) .

A straight line

seems to fit the data for both runs , s howing a decrea se of moisture
potential with respect to pressure jncre ase .
calcula ted to be -0 . 125 and -0.1?7 cm3/c

Th~

slope of the lines are

for run 1 and 2 , r espectively .)

Fi gure 4 shows the result of a run where t he pres s ure was varied
around a cycle .
The behavior of the mdtri c ootent . l as pressure changes around a
cycle su f ests the possibility of a hysteresis e ffe ct in matric pot en t ial- pressure relationshi p in soils .

Further study along this line has be <> , mL d<>

with the improved appa r a tus and will b e reported in the appr opri ate sec tion .
}loisture Blocks
The objective of thi s experiment was t o study the effect of pressure
on the electrical resistance reading of moisture blocks at equilibrium
with Millville silt loam soil.

The idea was originated from the work of

2 Joules/kg is equi valent to 0 , 01 bar of pr e s sure C. 00987 atm. a nd
1 0.17 em water (assuming that the dens i ty of wa t e r is unity) .
)The slope of ener gy functi on versus pres sure ha s the dimension of
specific volume according to equation LJ~7.
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Holmes (20) who found a hiEhEr

resi st&nc ~

r eadinE imLediately afte r the

pres sure was released from a pressure membrane a pparatu5 where the blocks
were buried in soil .

ASter a period of 7 hoQrs, as he re ported , the

r es istance decreased to a

lo~<er v~lue

th11n the initial one.

This expe r iment was carried out essentially t he same way as that
of Holmes , exc ept that the
soil,

~as

b ackflo~

of water , from t he membrane t o the

comple t ely prevented.

Expe rimental method and pr ocedure
A 15- ba r ceramic pl ate extractor model 15004 was used.

The stain-

l ess st eel rectangular sc r een-type blocks were buried in sa t ura ted soil
rlaced on the ceramic pla t e .

The electr cal connection f rom the blocks

t o outside the . r essure ch2mber wns made
on the body of t he a pparatus.
the resis ta nce.

Pressure

~as

t hron ~h

applied by introducing co .pressed

the systea through a pressur e control gauge that
constant pressu re.

the holes already exis ting

A Wheatstone br idge was used to measure

ma inta~ed

~ ir

into

a desi red

The pre ssure Has measured by a regU::.ar pressure gauge

with t he sensitivity of

±l

psi.

A desired moisture content was obtained by applyi ng a ppr opria t e
pr essure on the soil until equilibrium was es t ablished (blocks r esist<>nce
did not change wi t h t ime).
the soil and t he plate
pre ssure chamber.

~as

The pressure was relea sed, the contact

bet~<een

broken, and the r late was take n out of the

The system was s aled again and the resistance reading

was taken unt1l equilibrium ;.·as r eached.
increments of 5 bars .

Then p:-essure l<as applied with

The r es istance ••as ra corded i:nmedir. tely afte r each

4
soil Hoisture Equi pment Co ., Santa Barbara, Califor ni a.
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pressure applicatior

gnd then recorded ti t i ntervals ~~til equilibr ium

point which was usually r eached withi n l to 2 hours aft e r pressure appli cation .
In order t o chec 1_ the effect of pressure on the r esistance of water
saturated blocks, the blocks were immersed in water inside the pressure
cell and the effect of pressure va ria t ion was studi ed the same way as
mentioned above .
The experiment was conducted i n a const ant tempera t ure r oom wi th
a temperature variation of ± 0. 5° C.
Results
In Figures 5 and 6 the pressure varia tion of resistance i s plotted
for blocks at equilibrium ;;ith free «a t e r a nd with soil at three different
moisture contents.

Each po int in t hese figures represents the ave r age

resistances of J blocks at equilibrium aft er ea ch pressur e change .

The

immediate re sistance read ing after each pre ssure change was a lways lower
in the case of pressure rise and higher in the ca se of pr ess ure r elease
t ha n the equilibrium reading .

Thi s is attributed to the immedia t e

temperature change inside the chamber due t o compression in the case of
pressure rise a nd expa nsion in the case of pressure relea se .

Thi s tempe r-

ature change 'i s el iminated within l t o 2 hours aftE-r which the resista nce
reading did not change .
The data of Figures 5 and 6 show a sharp dec reas e i n resistdnce of
blocks in free wa t er and in soil
as the pressure increa ses.

~~ ith

the

o~o;es t

water cont ent ( 7 . 1 percent )

The r educ tion of resis t ance due to pr e ssure

rise of blo cks in soil with 14 . 5 and 11. 4 percent water content is lower
t han t he other two cases.

When t he

p re s~ure

was ct:anged nround a cycle
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EXT. PRESSURE,BARS

Figure 6 .

Average block resistance as a function of air
pr essur e; (a) blocks in soil with 8 = 11 . 4
pe r cent (at equilibrium with 5 ba r s pressure) ;
(b) blocks in soil •ith e = ?.1 percent ("t
equilibrium ~ith 15 bars pressure).

J5
the r e is e v idence of a hy steresis effect as

sho~<n

by

F~gures

5b and 6a

which show a closed cycle 1or the final rounJ or pressure c hans;e .
significance of these r esul ts a r e i nc ludea i n t he Di s cussion .

The

J6
PRIMARY EXPER]}JENT

Apparatus
The experimental apparatus used in this study was designed to
allow air pres sure t o be varied on a soil-wa ter system ana the tensiO!Iieter with which i t is in equilibrium while water content ren.ained
constant .

Provision was mGde to dllow water tv be extr ac tea from, or

added to , the soil

tr~ough

a ceramic plate in

orde~

to oring the soil

to the desirable water content f or ea ch run .
The apparatus, as shown in Figure 7 , consisted of t ha f ollowing
secti ons:
Pressure cluunber
The sample holding chamber was composed of a cylin cr , a ceramic
plate , a cylinder head , a cylinder base , an out-flow tube , anJ two rubber

"O" r i.ngs .
The two types of chambers that were used are described as f ollo• s:
(a) A cylindrical choffiber made of a luc1te tube which

h~d

an inside

diameter of 5.3 em, a wall thickness of 0 . 47 em, and a l ength of ) . 8 em
was used for all soils witt l ess than 21 percent water .

The cylinder

head and base were also made from a lucite plastic platE

~pproximately

2 _em t hick .

(b) The second type of cylindrical chamber

WbS

rr.ade of brass

tubing with an inside diameter of 12 em , a wall trickenss of 0 . 6) em, and
a len"gth of 6. ) em.
21 percent moisture ,

This chamber was used fo r al l sampl as of more than

..:I
•I

'I
I

·'.,
I

•'
I
II

,,,,
,,
II

' I

VJ '

~

v2

C6
B

)8
In both chambers there was a hole no:ar the bottor edge of t. r.e
chamber through which the tensiometer cu

could be insert.bd dn.i Lhe

tube (B 2 ) ceme nted in pla ce with epoxy re sin.
a n a ir e ntry value of 1 bar was fixo

on tho cylinder La"" tb;,t .,epara t ed

the chambe r from the outside so that only 1Nater
c ould run out of t he chambe r.

A cerannc plate ~it h

~nd di~>solved

The ch<>n.oer was t.hus air ti5nt .

The ceramic plcite was c e.menteJ to the cylinder
chamber by Silastic.l

solut es

b~se

of the

The br&ss cnamber was se<:.lea with the

which sat right on t he edge o!: tl,e

ucite

"0 11

ring

late , tr.us "utomatic"lly ::".alint the

chamber .
The entire unit in both
f o ur metal bolt s .

ch~mbers

was held together by

th~

use of

Rubbe r "0" rings wero us<Od t o seal both top an

b o ttom

to the syst em .

Tensiometer system
The ceramic ter.sion:ete r cue (outs1de

5 en:) was cemented t o lucite
diameter of 0 . 9 en .

:ham~ter

c.:

c

.,, ; lt..r.gt h

la s t c t ub" (a 2 ) ;ricic :r~:i a:. o>..t.,~ e

The connecti on b.,t\.e e n tubb (92) anu

u.,

u.el'cury

manometer was made of a tygon tubin;; with an incid3 ciia:r.~t.. J' of . 45 err.
or copper tubing wi th an insi de diamtJtor of 0 . 1;, en fer suc Uun luss or
more than 250 mb . 2
The me rcury

mano~eter

was mddo of a U-shared [lass

with an inside diameter o f 0 . 1 em .

c~tillary

tule

Th1s gave ~ volt:me c!.Jnl" of C..C7':1 cmJ

1 suastic RTV 731 , Dow Cornint; Coporation, h,i<;;J.<.nJ , • ct.ig~r .
2 It was observed th~t tygon tubi nc o~s not stanri s~ctions hitiher
than 250 m • At higher suction s, air ea ked t.hrougi'; ic . Oth6r t ~..bing
like Korseal and rubber were tried with no suc cessful r•su l ts . anJ f i na lly
copper tubing was used ana was su "ce s sful .
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for each 1).55 millibars change in suction.

A glass "T" joint was used

to make the connection between the manometer and the tube (BJ)•

The

joints were made of rubber or Korseal tubing 0.47 em in diameter.
The whole tensiomet er system was filled wi th de-aired watel' to
establish a hydraulic connection between the tensiometer cup an

with

the contents of the soil and the mercury in one leg of the manometer .
The other leg of the mercury manometer was connected to the pressure
chamber through the rubber tubing (D 2 ) in order to provide the equality
r eference pressure on the soil and the mercury.

The system was sealed

with the clamp (V1 ) and a rubber stopper at the top of (B2).
Pressure control
The pressure control sys l em consisted of a manostat, a pressure
gauge , a mercury manomete r, and a water tra p .

The air was introduced i n-

to the system f r om a compressor and the desired pressure difference was
maintained with t 1 . ) mb. by a proper adjustment of the pressure gauge
and a manostat No .

a.J

The water trap was used to remove any waters

that might possibly come from the compressor ana thus prevent water
e ntry into the system.
Extraction unit
The outflow tube of the pressure chamber was connected to an Erlenmeyer flask wher e s oil extract was collected.

The flask was connected

thr ough (F2 ) to a vacuum control unit where the vacuum was being controlled
by a manostat similar t o (El)•

During tte process of extraction , the clamp

(V2 ) was closed and (V; l was open,
JMano s tat Corpo rati on , 20-26 N. Moore Stree t , New York 1) , New
York .
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Temperature control
All expe riments were carried out in a constant t emperature room
with temperature variation s of± 0. 5° C.

In addition, the pressure

chamber, containing the soil sample, was suspended in a constant
temperature (:!: 0.05° C) water bath of dimensions 76 x 38 x JS co1,
Figure 8 shows a schematic dia!;ran1 uf the t emper<.ture control systeru.
Temperature control was affected by a continuous cooling anct intermittent heating arrangement.
pump.

The water was stirred constantly b,y a small

When the desired bath temperature was greater t han the air temp-

erature, cooling was by evaporation and heat dissipation to the surroundings.

When a bath temperature below room t emperatura was desired, cold

tap water was circulated t hrough coils that were ilnmersed in the water
bath.
The control circuit consisted of a mercury thermore gul.tor, a
r esistance heating coil i mme rsed in th& water bat h , and an electronic
relay .4

The sensitivity of the thermoregulator was ± O.vl° C.

Observa-

tion of a thermometer in the water bath sensitive t o :!: 0 , 05° C r~vca ed
no observable temperature variations; therefor e , it is r easonaule to
expect that soil sample t erupe r ature variations were less than :!: 0.050 C.
Most of the experiloents were conducted at 20.0°in the t empera t ure bath
and at 20

± 0,5°in

the room except for water contact of 24.1 p rcent for

•

which the experiment was repeated at ll . O, JO,O , and 40 , 0° C.

4American Instrument Company, Silve r Spring, ~~ryland,
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Experimental Procedure
Both pressure chambers were used simultaneously ..,, 1th iillville silt
loam soil taken from the Gre enville Experimental Farm in tho v c1nity of
North loga n , Utah.

Samples of approxim<t t e ly 300 and 100

graw~

of air-

dried soils wer e used f or br ass and lucite chamber , res pectively.

The

soil was passed through a 2 mm r ound-hole s ieve end was allowed t o become
saturated from the bottom for a period of 4 to 5 hours .

The saturated

s oil was transferred to t he pres sure ch&mber ana a desired moisture
potential was obtained by extract ion under vacuum f r om the outflow tube
of each cr.amber .

After equilibrium was reached (when there was no change

in tensiometer r ea ding), the clamp (v ) was closed and (V 2 ) opened (Figure
3
7 ), thus preventing any more outflow of water and insuring that the soil
r emained at constant water content.
The equilibrium water potential, obtained from the t ens iometer, was
taken when the soil was at at mos pheric pres s ure.
was increased in increments of 5 em Hg up t o a

There after, the pressure

~ximum

of 25 em Hg atmos-

pheric pressure , after which the pressure was r eleased and t he dry weight
moisture percentage de t ermined for a ll except one sampl e which was taken
through a pr essure reduction cycl e i n order t o s tudy the hysteresis e ffect.
For all pre ssure change the equilibrium t ensiome t er re ading was rea ched
within 48 hours.

When the t ensiometer r eading did not change for a

period of at l east 12 hours , it was assumed

th~t

the equ1lil:riwr>

"-BS

reached, and from that the wa t er potential was measured for that particular
pressure .
After t he series of pressures had been completed for soil at one

4)
const ant wa t e r content , v was opened and v2 closed t o ex t ract water
3
from the soi l again, and the s ame procedure was used a t a l ower soil
water content.

Usually the same soil was used for r epea ting the expe r i-

ment at s ucce ssively l ower wa t e r conte nt s ; but someti mes i t wa s necessa r y
t o introduce a new

sam~le

because of t echni cal difficult i e s.

The wet t ing of ai r -dried soil sample s wa s done in ruos t cases under
a t mosphe r i c pre s sur e , except for one run in which the soi l was wet unoer
a hi gh vacuum of appr oxima t ely 2 em Hg of absol ut e pre ssure,5

During

t his process t he air-dried soil wa s pl aced in t he l uci te cylinder and th
vacuum was appl ied t o the chamber whi l e wa t e r was bein g all owed to ente r
through the ceramic plate until t he s oil was sa tur a ted .
de sirabl e wate r content was obtained by the ex trac tion

Therea ft er , a
proc~dur~

desc r ibed

pr eviously.
To compa r e the re sult of pres sure pla t e apiJa r atu:o ••i th tensiome t e r
fo r det ermining t he soil. water retention curve , a separate experu•dn t
wa s conducted in which t he soil. was extracted in a pre ssure plate appara t us
-by applying i nc rement s of pr essure to t he systen..

At each pressure the

vpl ume of out f low solution wa s mea sured with ! . 02 cm3 accuracy.

Froru

this outflow measurement, t he wa ter cont ent of t he soi l wa s c• culated
for e ach pressure .

The results s how an effect of externa l pressure on soil water matr ic
pote ntial a s shown in Figure 9, where soU 1-1a t e r ma tric potent ial
plotte

s

as a ·function of absolute exte rnal pr e s s ure for t hree water

5rt was thought that this met hod of ••.,tt ing would prevent or minimi ze
entrapped air in the s oil-water system .

(,!)
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contents in one run (al) starting from wet (

(8 = 24.1

nercent) .

e= )4.)

percent) t o drier

The soil remained undisturbed in the brass chbmber

throughout the enti r e r un and the tempe r a ture was at 20 . 0° C.

A straight

line r elation seems to adequately fi t the data.
The result f or r un b1 , i n which the experiment Has conducted in
the l ucite chamber for threelower wa t er contents is s hown in Figure 10 .
Figures 9 and 10 indi cate a definite trend for t he slope of the
l ine s as the soils become d rie r , although thi s is not

~pparent

if Figure

9 is t aken alone .
The results of three runs each at only one wa ter conte nt are plotted
i n Figure ll.

The continua tion of the runs f or other >.•ater contents

be came i mpo s sibl e in runs a 2 and b 2 bec ause of techni cal difficulties.
In run

hJ

the soi l was wetted unde r va cuum and then dried to

8=

24. 7

pe rce nt.
The pre ssure dependence of soil water matric pot e ntibl Lt four
diff erent temperature s for wa t e r content of 24 . 1 percent is s own in
Figure 12 .

There is no particular trend for the change of the slope

i n t his temperature range as shown by statistical ana l ysis (Table 1).
The da t a of t emperature dependence of s oil water matric potential
are obtained f r om Fi gure 12 and are gi ven in Table 2 , and th8 relation
pl otted in Figure 1) which shows an increase in soil water ma tric potential
wit h t emperature.

This results in agreement with the findings of Taylor

and Stewart (44) , alt hough unpublished resul t s of the vapor pr essure me t hod
have recently shown the op oosite ; that is, the wate r potential decreases
wi t h increasi ng t empe r ature . 6
6Kijne , J acob W. and S . A. Ta yl or. Temperature dependence of moisture
potenti al. Unpublished paper presented a t \-/e ste rn Socie ty of Soil Scie nce,
Oregon State University. Corval lis, Or egon. Augus t 1962 .
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Table 1.

Calculated slopes ( ~ '::~ ) with confidence limits at
99 pe rc ent level at aifferent temperatures for 24.1
percent water content

Temperature
oc

Runs

11

al

Sta ndard error
of b

Slope
b
-0.197 ± 0.046

0.010

al

20

-0.119 ± O.OJ7

0,008

al

JO

-0.151 ± 0.051

0,012

al

40

-0.146 ± 0.041

0, 009

Table 2.

Soil wate r matric potentialaat three different
external pressures and four different temperatures,
(obtained from Figure 12)

Temperature
oc

Pe millibars
900

1050

1200

11

-27.1

-J0.5

-JJ.4

20

-24. 2

-25.6

- 27 .2

JO

-18.7

-20,8

- 22.8

40

-16.8 '

- 19.0

- 21.0

ain terms of joules per kilogram.
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A definite hys t a r esis effec t that depends upon
t he pressure is changing
Soil water matric

~a s

wr~ c h

irection

found a nd is s hown i n Figur e 14 .

po t ~n tial

is plotted ;:;s a function of wa t e r

content for da t a obt;:;ined by pressure plate appa ratus and t ensiome t er
in Figure 15.

The plot shows t ha t t he wate r r etenti on curves obt ained

by the t10o method s are diffe r e nt. t ha t t he tens iomat e r curve is significantly above the ot he r curve as soon as the wate r conte nt is below
satura tion, and t he t wo curves di verge as t he soil gets drie r.
In orde r t o ca l cula t e t he pot dntial spe cif i c volume of soil water,
the slope s of the lines (

0

~m)

0 re

of Figur es 3 , 9 , 10 , and 11 f or diff er-

ent wa t er contents and temper a tures, ar e given i.n Table J .

The slopes are

assoc i a ted •. tith t he ir a ppr opr iat e confidenc e l.l mi t s at 99 pbrcan l level.
The tabulated value s of
using data for

v.:

\j we r e
w

t hen calculated from equation

/5i/

by

t;:;ken from the Handbook of Phy s i cs and Chenastry (21)

a nd a r e lis t ed in the last col umn of Table 3 t oge t he r t i t h their con
fid e nce lin.its obt a ined by assumi ng thdt

-o

Vw

was known •.<ithout error .

Since t e:r.pe r a ture s eems to have no s icnifi cant ef fec t on tho; slope
of the line s (Figure 12) , t he condition of pr ec ise constant

t en.p~rature

is not necessary.
The data of Table 3 a r e plotted in Figure 16 which s hows t he partial
specific volume of soil water as a functi on of soil wate r content fo r al l
runs .

The data seem to be sca tter ed a round a str aight l ine with a ze ro

slope down t o abcut 21 percent moisture conte nt , which i s t he fiel d
c a~c ity

in

Vw

of Millville silt loa m soil , bel ow whic h a signi f icant reducti on
ccurs ,
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Table 3 .

olfm

Computed slopes ( ~ ) associa ted with 99 percent
confidence limit for a.~.!' fer ent runs and water contents
and temper atures
Wa t er content

Runs

"'

Temperature
oc

Slope

Vw

al

34 . 3

20 . 0

- 0. 059

±

G. CC9

. ';i4j i .OC9

al

31.2

20 .0

-0 . 215 ±

o.csc

. 787 ±

al

24 . 1

2G . O

-0 . 119 ± O. GJ7

. 883 "! 0.037

bl

20 . 5

20 ±

o.s

-0 . 204 ± 0 . 050

. 7~8!

bl

18 . 4

20 ± 0. 5

-0.3J9 ± o .C74

. 60) i • 74

bl

16. 6

20 ! C. 5

-0.450 ! O. G60

-552 ! .060

bl

17. 6

20 ! 0.5

-0 . 4114 ± 0.046

. 5)8 ± .046

b2

27 . 1

20 . 0

-0 . 217 ± 0 . 090

.785 ± . 0<,0

a2

22 . 8

20 . 0

-o . o71 ± o . 01a

-931 ! . 018

b3

24. 7

20 ! 0. 5

-0.240 ± O. C60

. 762 ± . OEO

x1

2il . 3

20 ! 0. 5

-0 . 125 ± O.C32

. 877 ± . 032

x2

26. 5

23 ± 0.5

-0 . 127 ± O.C41

. 875 ± . G4l

.oso
v . 050

0-

bl

• - 01
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DISCUSSION
The results of bot h the preliminDry and primary experimant.s show
a linear decrea se in soil wa t er matric potential as pressure increases
from 860 to 1 , 200 millibars.
of± 0, 1) joules pe r

The potential was measured with an accuracy

kilogra~ .

which is approximately 25 times greate r

than the accuracy of the exr eriment reported by Richards et ~· ()5)
in which the effect of to al pressure on the vapor pressure of soil water
c o~ld

not be detected f or a

ry soil that had a water potential of -600

joules per kilogram , even t hough the differences reported here are large
enough that they should be detectable with the practices he used.

It is

possible thHt the soil ••Dtet· in such a low potentia l region as Richnrds 1
used might be less pressure der enden t and cannot be de tected •ith his
acc~cy

of measurement .

This does not seem probabl e , however, since

the data reported here indicate an increasing sensitiv1ty to pressure
as the soil became drier.

It sho l.

l.so be notea that Ricl.ards' pro-

cedure using the vapor rressur e t echnique measures all components of
the soil water potential while thu tensiometer, used here , rue<osuros
only the matric component and not that which results fr om soluble
materials.

It seen.s unlikely , however , tha t pressure induced tla·uugh

insolubility of soil materials would be enough to account for the discrepancy.

Consequently , the pro lem should be studied in more det<•il,

The decrease of
to equation

/5§],

~tric

potential with pressure indicates, according

that t .e chemical po tential cf free Ha ter cr.anges at a

fastet· rate t han that of s oil water a a pressure increases; that is, soil
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water chemical potential is less pressur e depen ent than free water.
The study of press re .iependence of the soil wa<.er potentiol
requires th<> t ether vari;,bles be kept constant.
temperature was kept constant tc

±

0.05°

In this experiment

C and water content was also

kept constant (at least •.o ithin t h<: error of measurem"nt of wa ter content
by the

gravio~tric

method).

The effect of volume change du
sho~n

of solubility of air has already been

to change

to be negligible (1 ),

and salt concentration is also considered to be independent of air
pressure in t he pressure ran
be given to the remaining

of aro nd

v ~ riubles ,

1

bar (18) .

soil bulk density, whose consta ncy

as the external pressure has changed is not clear.
pressure should not have a
soil .

Attent on should

compressin~

Theoretically , air

effect to compact an unsaturated

The fact that Alpan (2) fcund no measurable change in the bulk

volume of a moist soil as al r rressure was applied sLpports the i<Love
statements .

Nevertheless , in a really wet soil near saturation, air

pressure might oartially have a compressing effect.

But it should be

expected that the compressing effect of air pressure must decrease
rapidly as soil gets drier ,
A look at Figures 9 , 10 , 11 , and 16 and Table 3 shows thdt the
il'l',
wide variation of the slope of the line (~) and the refore Vw in the

vPe

water content range of 22 t o 34 percent may incluae same bulk density
changes .

The bulk density chan6es mi&ht have occurr ed as

~

res

t of

shrinkage as the scil dried in adJition to any possible compression of
the soil that might result from increased air pressure
water content.

~t ~

particula r

The possibility of such a change is expected to be more
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intense in the wet than in the drier regions as was actually found.
When the water content >las below 21 percent, a s Figure 16 s hows, there
was a definite reduction in

\J.wwhich

can no longer be attribu ted to

ex perimental error or bulk volume change .

The points in this region

we re taken from the same undisturbed soil sample in which water content
and associated factors constituted the only known variable.
that the reduction in

VW

The fact

ta kes place near 20 percent w&ter content,

and the fie ld capa city near the same value, sugge s ts that there might
be a more n •pid change taking place in the physi cal status of soil
water i n this region of water contents.
A hysteresis effe ct i n pressure-soil wa t <C r mr:tric potent ial rela t ions hip is apparent in Fi gure :C4 .

The fact that the curves for the fi r s t

cycle do not clo se sugr,e.sts the possibility of a change in soil s t ruc ture
as pressure wa s applied and relea sed.

Hyster6s is effe ct has «lso been

report ed t o exist in soil ;;ater potential -wa t e r cont e nt and teH!per ature
relationship (43 ).

In the case of tempe r ature the fact that the

hyste resis curves never closed lead the authors to conclude that structura l chan ges had occurred (hJ).
Tempe n oture se ems to heve no significant effect on the slope of the
moisture potential-pres sure cur ve s as is shown i n Fi gur e 12 and Table l.
This indica t es that t he te a,peratm·e dependence of soil water partial
s pecific volume and there f ore , the pressure dependence of the partial
s pecific entropy soil water according to equation

[2§_]

is smaller than

can be detected l<ithin the a ccura cy of thi s study .
The the ory proposed by Peck (Jl) in which t he pressure dependence
of soil wa t er potential i s based only on the volume of the entrapped
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air in t he soil-wa t e r systet·• · aces not seem to te consistent with
experimental r esults .

This i s eviden

by th" fact t l.at the soil s ample

t ha t was wet in vacuum, a practice for eliminu ting t he entra pped air ,
showed a definite

p ress~r e

dependence of matric po t ential with no

s ignificant diffe r ence to those sam?les which we r e wet under atmo s pheric
pre ssure .
Ir.terpretation of tht. Result of
The

res~lt

of ocoistur.

gyps~

block

~.o isture

e~~riment

block resistance as air Gressure incr eases.
m asure of t he amount of dissolved gypsum

The

pr~ss ure

show s a decrease of

bloc~

resistance is a

n the bloc k , nnd that in turn

is a measure of the wa t er content of t he block.
r esistDnce as a result of

Blocks

The reducti on of bloc k

increase can be expl a ined by the follow-

ing pos tula t e s:
First, pr essure

bht huve affected the s olubility of gypswu in the

blo~k ac cord ng t o equa t ion L~ end t hen caused t he resistance to

d crea sed .

be

Th& red·..:ctiu. of re sis tcnce of tl,e sEturat&d blo .. ks in f ree

water can par ticularl y be interpreted
Sec onu , co nside ring fL S end fL

~ccordinJ

b to

to t his pos tula tion .

be Ute chemical pot ential of

"ater in the soil and in thd block , r espectively , a t equilibrium and a t
p ressure P 1

the syst er , /.1. s and fLb both increas.; but

when pre ssure i s ap?lied
witn diff&rent rates so

tr~ t

This "ould conv r t equati o n

~>~
oPe
oPe
&fJ t o ar. ~,,.__...,& .Llt

&t p ressura Re

z1 fLs>/.l.b
2
2

In o rde r f or equilibrium tn l: a est nblishtld aealn , some wnt er has to move
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from the soil vo the blcck ,

an~

that reduces tne resistance .

In the case of blocks in fre e water, the same interpretat ion can

be applied; that is

> a.ub

ars-;-

Therefore, the final chemical potential of tht free water will be
greater tha n t hat of block water, and thi s
t c the blo ck anJ in

t~

t o reduce the

Signif c.snce of

w~ll

induce wa t er to flow

resistance~

Vw

Before we discass the significance of VW , it is appropriate t o
r<w iew a f ew focts pr esented by Glasstone (18) concerning the behavior
of s ome ideal mixtures .
Glasstone (18)explains that \/hen two liquids are mixed to f orm an
ideal solution , there will be no change in the volume, and t he partial
s~•ci fic vol~e

of each constituent is equal t o its specific volume in

the pure sta~e.

I deal solutions obey Raoult •s Law;l and , therefore,

ther e is also no

cr~nge

Thora are mixtures

t~~t

in t ne partial va por pressure of eac

constituent .

exhibit a negative deviation from Raoult's Law;

that is , the vapor pressure is lowered,
is evolved as the mixing takes place.

th~

volurr.e is decreased , and heat

Glasstone (18) attributes this

behavior to the net uttractive forces that exi t between the two species.
Of course , thtre are

~ixtures

t ha t s ho

a

positiv~

deviation from Raoult's

Law, and behave completely opposite to the previous group due to the fact
1Raoult's
a substance in
con9tant ( Pi•
and N1 is mole

Law is an equ~tion th&t relates par tia l vapor pressure of
a ruixturr to its mole fract i on by a sim?le proportionality
k Ni
where P1 i~ partisl vapor pres sure , k a constant ,
fracti on).
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that the me&n attractive force between the two species in the mixture
is smaller tr.an for eacb one sep;.rately.
Soil-water

syste ~s

can be consider ed as binary mixtures that exhibit

a negative deviation from R.. oult ' s Law on the basis of the following
characteristics.

First , it is a •. rell-known f act that as wate r goes from

free state t o its state in

uns~ turated

soil, its vapor pressure is reduced

by an amount depending on tl.e 1<ater content of the soU.
water is mixed with dry s oi ,
heal of itrur.ersion.

h~a t

Second, when

is evolved as the heat of wetting or

Finally, i t is a well-knot.n fact that there are

attractive forces betwe en soil und water which cause the retention of
water in soils.

In view of these points, a decrease in volume as water

is mixed with soil could be expected , since this was one of the charact eris~ic

behaviors of non-ideal mixtures that shows a negative deviation from

Raoult' s Law .

This is in agree.nent with the present findings that the

partial specific volume of water is decreased as it goes from its free
state to its state as soil water, and in disagreement with the report of
Anderson and Low (J, 4)

th~t

the partial specific volume of water in a

clay system ~ as greate r

th ~ n

that of free water.

However, the evalu&tion

of VW in this study is b;;.sed upon thermodynamic measurements t hat assume
a two-component system of so i l anc.i wate r.

Like~od.se ,

thermodynamics

predicts a decrease in s oil water partial specific volume with respect
to t hat of water in t he fre e state.

ConsiderinF.; the fact that there have

been other workers (16 , 28) l<ho have reported the specific volume of soil
water to be less than unity (down to 0 ,71) we might suspect that the
result of Ande r3on and Low ' s (J , 4) experiment is subject to some unknown
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error s , or peo rhaps tha d .;; nge s in volume that they observed were not
attributable to a diff~ rence in partial specific volume of soil water.
The results of this study assume a more dense structure for soil
water which is an indication of more orderliness of the water mol ecules ,
and this , in turn, is an indication of lower entropy for soil water than
free water.
Ste1.art (44).

This conclusion is suppo rted by the work of Taylor and

6)

CONCLUSIONS
l.

It has been experimentally demonstrated that soil-water

matric potential is pressure dependent, and t hat the potential decreases as pressure increases .
2.

Temperature seems t o have no measurable interaction with the

pressure-matric potential

J,

rel~tionship .

There is a hysteresis effect in the pressure-matric potential

relationship .
4.

Water content affects the pressure dependence of matric

potential of Millville silt loam soil particularly in the region
immediately below "field capa city . "

5.

The pre .s ence or absence of entrapped air in soil water systems

does not seem t o affect the pressure dependence of matric potential.

6. Pressure plate apparatus produces a soil-water retention curve
that underestimates the potential of soil water as measured by tensiometer s
operat1ne at atmospheric pressure .
7.

Air pressure reduces tha electrical resistance of moisture gypsum

b ocks buried in soil due to the effect of pressure on solubility of
gypsum or perhaps due to the fact that the soil water is mor e pressur e
dependent than water in the gypsum blocks.
8.

The pressure dependence of soil water matric potential as

reported here , suggests that there must be a decrease in volume as
water is mixed with unsaturated soi l ,
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SUMMARY
An

experiment h&s been developed to measure the soil water matric

potential by tensiometers as the external air pressure cha nges.

The

apparatus was so de signed that the pressure on the soil and on the
mercury reference level of tensiometer was changed periodically, and the
equilibrium matric potential was measured from the tensiometer reading.
The overall re sults showed a decrease in soil water matric potential
as pressure increased from 500 to 1,220 milliba rs.

The slope of the

pressure-matric potential relationship did not vary signif icantly as
soil water content decreased down to 20 percent (field capacity of the
Millville loam so il) after which it dropped sharply as the water content
decreased to 16 percent .

Temperature in the range of 11° to 40° C showed

no significant effect on the slopes.
in

th~

The e:xistence of a hysteresis effect

relationship was evident.

Study of the moi sture blocks buried in soil in a pressure chamber
showed that pressure reduced the electrical resistance of the blocks .
Comparison of the results of the pressure plate apparatus and
tensiomete r showed that the two produced different soil-water retention
curves that diverged from each other as water content decreased.

The

pressure plate curve underestimated the matric potential in comparison
with tensiometer curves at any particular water content .
A soil sample that was wet under low vacuum, t her efore, had a
minimum amount of entrapped air and showed no significant differences
from other samples toward pressure changes.
The partial spe cific volume of soil wa ter obtained from pressure
dependence data was always less than that of free wa t er.
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Proposition #l - Fal l and winter i rrigation could be practiced t o
r educe wa t e r ned of certain crops during the
gr owing season . This may a lso improve soil
physica l condition.
In many pl aces in the wor ld t he cost of irrigation wa t e r during the
growing season (swnme r in pa rti cula r) is rea lly hi gh and sometimes it is
economically unpr actic al t o irriga t e a f a r m. Fall and winter precipitation ,
on the other hand, is insuf ficie nt t o keep t he soil moist and prevent it
from drought. In such l ocalitie s wat er should be used with the highest
poss i ble efficiency t hr oughout the enti re yea r t o conserve moisture in
t he soil fo r crop use .
Soil as a water r e servoir
In s ome place s s torage of water in the sur face reservoirs is unpr actical because of high cost ond lack of suit able na tura l facilities. In
such cases it i s adva nt ageous t o use the soil as a stora ge reservoir and
t o appl y water whe never availabl e as a means of storing it for future use .
A portion of the wa ter that reaches the ground from prec i pitation
or irrigation i s wasted as run-off . The remainder tha t enters the soil
is partly percolated from the r oot zone and the rest is st ored in the
soil which wil l be r e t urned t o the atmo sphere either by soil surface
evaporation or pl ant transpira tion. Thus , storage of water in the soil
deals wi th the balance amount of wate r application (or precipitation) ,
r un-off, dee p pe r col ation , and eva por ation . In othe r words, r un-off ,
evaporation and deep percol ation should be minimwn in order to make a
maximum efficiency water stora ge in the soil. Run-off could be minimized
by the use of prope r tillage opera tion but evaporation is the main source
of water l oss and is something t ha t cannot be prevented. Many practices
have be en recommended t o reduce evaporati on , some of whi ch have been already
proven to be of little value ( J ). Summe r fal low has been show~ to be of
some value for water stora ge in t he soil fo r future crop use (J) . The
effic iency of storage , as r eported by workers in different parts of the
U. S., can be from 25 t o 60 pe rce nt. Self-mulchi ng due to rapid dr ying
of the soil surface is another me bns of reducing water l oss from the
lo>Jer dept h , since the dry surface soi l transmits little wa t er t o the
surface to be l ost in evapor ation ( J) ,

Practicability of fa ll and wi.n t er i •·r igation
Generally speaking , there i s more water available for irriga tion i n
the fall and winter, and in most cases the wate r is being wasted. Thus ,
the cost of irri gation wate r is practically nothi ng . In fac t , the total
operation cost was shown t o be f our time s l ess than irrigation duri ng the
vegetative period (4). I n the winter if the climate is mild and t here
is no severe soil f r eezing, irrigation may be practiced similarly, though
a report from USSR (4) st ows tha t winte r irrigation is also practi cable
during t he time t he soil is frozen .
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Effect on soil
The
shorta ge
ar id and
and soil

t~moe ~ature

undesirable consequences of drought are not only due to t he
of water, but al so t o soil overheati ng . For some crops in
semi-arid regions the air temperature in contact wi th t he soil
t eruperature is usually much higher t han the biological optimum,

R,y fall and winter irrigation of the new irr i gat ed ar ea of the
Lenin Volga-Don Carrol , USSR Shubin (4) has reported the f ollowing
hydro-thermal effects:

1.

A soil temperature decrease of (0-100 em dept h) 2°-4° C
during the entire vegetative pe riod .

2.

Considerable cooling of the air l aye r (10°-12° C above tho
s oil surface and J0-6°C at the height of 50-100 cm) esoeci~lly
in spring.

J,

Air humidity incre ase of 18-20 percent in early spring.

These results are with r espect to "rb c~ntrol plots which were not irrigated in the fall and winte r . For the arid r egion of south Volga of
USSR the soil tempera ture of 28°-J0° C is norma l f or t he period that
tubers begin to form, and this t emperature stops t he growing of tubers.
In fall and winter irriga ted fields soil temper ature doe s not exceed
26° C and there is no degeneration of tubers . This cooling effect plays
plays a very important role in the early spring time, since the ground
is not shaded and is being dried by hot sun rays and possi bly strong Winds ,
Effect on yield
Fall and winter irrigation has been reported (4) to effect and
increase the yield of spring wheat and potatoes at a collective farm in
USSR by a significant amount with respect to control plots. The result
is shown in the following t able .
Table 4 .

Effec t of Fall-Winter I rrigatl on on Yield1

Irrigation
treatments

Spring wheat
yield
(cent ner/ha

Tuber yield
(cent ner/ha

Potatoes
La r ge marketing
tuber percent

l . Fall-Winter only

14. 8

192. 0

80. 0

2. Fall-Winter
2 vegetative

24 ,J

224.0

9J , O

J , 2 vegetative
only
4. No irri gation

2l , J

46 , 0

J0 , 4

1 Arter Shubin :4)

9.1
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This table shows that fall-winte r irrigation could be practiced for
pot atoes without any supplemental watering during the growing season ,
to yield a higher yield t han would be obtained if t he crop were irrigated only du rin g the growing sea son.
It i s in t eresting t o mention at this point that in some agricultural
districts i n Iran (Varamin and Garmsar) where the annual pr ecip itation is
l e ss than 10 inches with mild winters and very hot summers, fall and wi nter
irrigation is being pra cticed t o grow very good quality melons and watermelons. They till the land and then i rrigate it by t he method of ba sin
(Kart) in t he fall and winter . I n early springtime t he land i s cultivated.
The seed is plant ed and irrigat~ d again; f rom then on no irrigation is
applied t hroughout the entir e season.

Reduction of water requirment (evapotranspir ation )
'tlater need of a crop " hich is irrigated in fall an ~<inter wi
r educed fo r t he growing season for the following r easons :

be

As was r eport e by Ru5sian scientist s ( ~ ) the t er.perature of
t he soil and air l aye r (up t o 100 em height ) i s r educed during
the growing season for plots with irrigation in the fall and winter
wit h r espect t o t hose 1-Ii.t h no irriga tion in the fall and winter .
Ho,.-ever , air t e1ope r a t ure i s th" ma in facto r f o r estima ting evapotranspi ration by some e"~i rica l methods such as Blaney-Criddle and
Thornthwaite (2). The se methods are based in t he mean monthly
air temper a ture . Hence a r educt ion of ) 0- 60 C or 50-110 F would
ca use a r eul sigr.ificant reduction of water consumption .
1.

2 . Fall an<l wint er irriga tion , as was shown previously , r educes
the numbe r of irrigations during t he gr c,..ing season (sometimes there
is no need f <>r vegeta tive irrigation). This is very important point
in reducin~ evapotranspirati on during t he growi ng season due to these
possible r easons:
(a ) It has been sho•on by ffiSny workers (2) t hat eva potranspir a t i on
decrea ses as the soil moi sture su ct ion increases. This means
t hat during the fl rst coup l e of days immediately following
irrigati on , evapotranspir ation i s only a function of evaporative deffiand (with no soil factor) , because of lo~ er amount
of net r adiation in t he f all and wint.,r. \.Ya t er l oss due t o
evapotranspir ation would be much higher during the growing
season after any irrigation .
(b) It has been show11 experimentally (1 , 2) t r.d t following any
irriga tion the net radia tion above the i rrigated fiel d is
increased, especiall y if the crop spacing is l arge (as in
the case of melons ~nd watermelons). Since eva poration is
a direct function of ne t radiation , it is increased after
any irrigation . The effect may not be a s gre;;t for fall and
winter irrigation .
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Effect on soil

physic~l

ccnaitions

Drought is known t o have bad effects on soil physic al con itions .
It has been shewn (4) t hat fall and ~inter irrigation could be practiced
t o cont r ol dr ought whi ch , in a way , would be an i iLprovement to soil
physical condi tl.ons . I t has been shown t ha t fall and winter irrigation
makes water penetra tion eas i er and decrease s the sa l t concentra t ion (4).
Besides , in pl a ces where most of t he r ainstorms fall during t he fall and
winter seasons , water is usually muddy as a result of floods , and this
waulf n~k ~ the soil pr~ uuctive with fe asible physica l conaitions . This
is particularly ~rue in cases of Varamin and Garmsar pr ovinces of Iran .
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Proposition #2 - The co ;,rison of total moisture s·.lction 1d th s lute
and matric suctio as is reported by Richards and Og&t a
1 ~61) is subject to serious errors for a t
east two
reessons .

The concept of total , solute, and matric suction h1:s been presanted
in t-h;; lilere tur.. r ENiew of thi s dissertation , Richsrds und gata (3)
made the con,p&rison of tota l suction and solute ami matric suction on
sever~l soil samples.
They measured the total suction (TS) ana solute
suction (SS) by the method of vapor pressure an ruotric suction (YS)
by pres sure membrane appa ratus. They put the so "l samples in the
pressure membra e appcratus and a~plied a given pressure; after equilibrium is esta~lished (the out-flow has ceased) they t ook the sampl out
and put it in v~ por pressure apparatus for measurement of TS . They considered the equilibrium pressure on the sample in the pressure membrane
ap::>a r atlls as tt.a !'.atric suction (I'S) . The extracts for SS measurem&nts
~ere made from s 2turated paste of soil samples .
The result of Richards ' and Ogata ' s experiment showed that the TS
values were alwAys less th tn (MS + SS) values for the group of sampl e s
with low SS. On the other hand , for samples of medium or high SS on
the average ~he TS values seemed to be hl..gher t ha n (MS + SS) values .
The authors called these discrepancies experimental error .
As for the defense of the proposition , i t will be shown that the
occurrence of these discrepancies was not just dud to experimental error
but ra ther that they cou ld be interpreted.
Gain - back to the basic thermodynamic equation for soil water as
give n in the text of this dissertation for the condition of constant
tE:«oper eture bulk density , one can write

We can a ply this equation to a pressure membrane apparatus when th~
soil is put und"r pressure and the equilibrium is established . Integra tion
of equ.,tion
between t he two:> limits of saturat ed soil and equili brium
state would give:

L-1_7

for a salt free soil d tlj is zero, an;:, the pressure membrane "qu&tion
de::-1 ed as :

i ~

[;_7
1Refer to pagE: 24.

l
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In the case where sall concentr ation is not negligible , d ni would
not be zer o due to salt sieving effect as was intrcduced by Kemper (2) .
The difference between the two chemical potentials of water outside and
inside t he pre s sure_cell is no longer zero . Also, according to definition
of .,... in equation L

;J

= ( ~:

I

>T, nj

because nj is no t constant as moisture content changes; thus t he t erm
(

~~

)T

with

var~~g

nj • is no longer 1r and it coul

be denoted by

1r' and therefore

1

8 1""

, d nw

=

~lS '

[ 4_7

Go

Equation ~2_7 after rearranging then becomes
Yw

(Pe,-

A.)

<j'- )Ao)

-

~lS '

-i no j

rr

d

nj •

[sJ

j
and equat ion

L-4_7

Vw (j:\,- Pe )

=

becomes
- NS'

if ()'4

~p)

l

nj

~ 1r d nj •

indica tinG that the pressure difference across a pressure
not give the matric pot ential but somet hing differ ent .

m~

. [6_7

.brane doe s

In interpr.;,t no; the r e sults of Richards ' and O g~ta • s ex!Jeriment , two
cases should be considered : First , f Jr the group of ' amoles of low s alt
content , equat ion [-3_7 is applied . In this equa tion Vw is the pa rtial
specific vol ume of soil water whi.::h has been sho1' n t o have & value lower
than 1 ( in C. G. S. syst em (1 ) ) • This means th<.t i n prassure membr ane
apparatus t he pressure applied t o the system cannot be c~nsidered as
matric suction , but r~the r it should be mult ipl i ed by a f acto r which is
less t han ur:ity . I f t his facto r is used to correct f or the AIS value s
of Richards ' and Ogata' s experiment for the sample group of low salt
content , the di s crepancy in comparison of TS and (SS + hS) will be minimized .

Second , according t o llqua tion [-4_7 in cases "here th.,re is conside r~ ble
salt in t he soil, such as those samples of medium and hiGh salt content ,
matric suct ion can no longer be estimated by pres sure ifferences ac ros s
t he membr ane . The ma in difficulty here i s due t o the fact t hat successive
increments of solution coming out of a pr essure membrane have higher salt
concentration due to "salt sieving" effect (2). This would make the following effe cts on Ric hards ' an Oga t a ' s experimental re sults :
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(a) Since their SS values were evaluated for saturated extracts ,
it will underestima te t he actual value at any given matric suction
(especiall y at higher suctions) .
(b) The MS values are affecied by thi~ change in the salt concentration according t o equat ions
4_7 and
6_7.

L

L

In short, th e smn of (a) and (b) effects could be concluded to have
caused the discrepancies be tween TS and (MS + SS) values for the medium
and higb salt content groups
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Proposition #J - Soil mois ture hysteresis could be explained
to be a result of irreversibilities in the
adsorption-desorption processes and is directly
related to the net p roduction of entropy.
Introduction
Hysteresis has been explained on the basis of the work of expansion
or swelling during the adsorption- de sorption process (2). This work is
calculated from the area of the hysteresis loop, and the "entropy of
hysteresis" is obtained by dividing the work so obtained by the absolute
temperature. The authors of this explanation give no justification for
this procedure , nor did they show the significance of the term, "entropy
of hysteresis," The purpose of this work is to examine the above concept
and procedure as to its validity and significance.
There are reasons t o be l ieve that if the processes of adsorption and
desorption are being done reversely, the re wouldn't be any hysteresis.
In other words, hyste resis occurs because of irreversibility in one or
both paths of the hysteresis loop, Barkas (l) stated that any work loss
involves irreversible changes , and the shape of the hysteresis depends
on the way in which those changes are being made (including possibility
of tirr.e) as well as the limits of moisture content and the vapor pressure
between which the cycle is performed,
Jurinak (5), studying adsorption- desorption of water and some gases
on Li-Kaolinite clay, found that in cases where adsorption and desorption
took place almo st reversibly, hysteresis did not show in the adsorptiondesorption curve.

If all variable s other than soil water content are kept constant
e quation L-7_7 '.;auld become
d,«=Td6

According t .o Gl a sstone (4), chemical potential can be expressed in
terms of partia l molar quantit i es of enthalpy and entropy as

TS

1'4 = ii

[z_7

where H and S are the pa rt i a l molar ent ha l py and entropy of soil water,
respectively. Differenti ating this equation at constant T results in
d_P-

=

Comparison of equations
d F

d

H

Td S

L-1_7 and L-3_7 gives

-Td'§"

=rde

[4_7
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Equation ~4_7 can be int egrated over two paths , one for the drying
process , and one for the etting proce ss . Taking the l imits of integra tion between t he state of saturated moisture cont ent, e0 , and some unsaturated stat e with moisture content e, one gets for dryi ng, denoted
with the subscript l ,
(A H) 1

and for wetting , uenote
- ( A H) 2

l ao

T1 d e

-

T( AS)l

leo

~5_7

.ith the subscript 2 ,

+ T( A S) 2

=

T 2 de

. ~6_7

where the paths of ~tegration for th~ right side of equ&tions ~5_7 and
s u~n scnere&tic&lly n Figure 1 . 1

L-6_7 are

Adaition of equBtions

L-5_7 and

~6_7 gives

F.!:om fi gure l i t is obvic,us tha t the integral on t he r ight side of " ua tion
must have a positive f inite value , A(S ), different from zer o , whi ch
corresponds t o the area er.closed by the hysteresis loop . Theref or ,

L 7_7

~8_7

The uni s of A( e) are specific ene rgy and results from from a difference
in the amount of irreversible ~a rk perf ormed dur',b the wetting and drying
cycle~> . In accordance with the definition of A H and.A S (footnote 1) ,
equati on
could also be wri tten as

L-8_7

Z: d H - T l:d S

=

A(n ' ) d n

wher e H l•nd S ar~ the enthalpy and entropJr of tho mo i st soil syst em .
9_7 over the limits of t he wet t ing and dryinr; cycles
I nt egra tion of
at cons t ant T and P give s

L

T

SS

A(e) A e

[ig]

But

[iJ,7
as may be seon from equation

L-1_7 and L-7_7.

Theref or e , the right s i de

1 I t should be noticed that H~ ?fr.~
H ~he re His the entlwlpy of mo i st
2> H
'ZI H
s o! l and ([I -H) ?'~L- (- ''iS-)
- ( ~
- 1 2 • The t e rm 6 -S has , of course , a
similar intecpr etation . e
e. ..
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L1Q7

of equation
is the area of •he hysteresis loop , denote by A, as
is sho'o'll in Figure l , wgere ~l"' is plotted versus moisture content .
Substituting equat ion
into equa tion
and dividi ne 1t by T
r e sults in
0
~ H - SS " ...1_ & ( A)" ;> - ~p ) d 8. =
fig]

LlY

T

!e

T

The left side of equation
Snet• th.:r efore

L1?],

[iQ7

6'

1

+

according to Glasstcne (4 ), is equa l tc

. L1:~7

A

T

+

where Snet is the net production of entropy r.: . ulting from the irreversible wetting and drying cycles. It would be euqal t o the quantity
i f ei ther the wetting or drying cycle were carried out reversibly .
P.ysteresis may t hus be i n terpreted as a natural phenomenon assoc1ated
with spontaneous process.
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Proposition fL :

In countries ~here thd peasantsl are poor bnJ
practical ly illiterate, land raform2 as a first
step towa rd improvement is a serious mistake.

(In defendl ne t his propos lion I ill mostly be r eferrinc to the
present condit ions in Iran , which is my home cow>t ~J. That is, whatever
statements are made here are stric tly true for Iran and mo s t proba bly
fo r those countries in which the same conditions exist .)

}lost of the countries t hat are being considered "underuetolopea " or
"newly developed" are agricultural countries. That is , more than threequarters of the population are enga ged in a gric ulture. Also , as a general
rule, most of the poverty a nd i lliteracy existi ng in those countries are
concentrated among this group of people. Tenancy is a feature of the
l and t enure system of these countries. The proportion of tenants to the
total number of peasants varies widely from one country t o another .
Tenancy is, of cour se , not in itself an unsa tisfactory form of tenure ,
whe re rents are not excessive and where security of tenur~ s safeguarded
by le gislation . But the se conditions , generally speaking, are lacking in
t hose poor agricultural countries where tenancy is charact~r ized by
e xhorbitant rent charges and lack of security of t enure (7 ).
"Crop sharing" met hod i s a prevalent form of t enancy in Iran an:!
pr obably in most of the ~liddle Eastern countries (5, 6). Although the
exact fo rm of crop sharing varies widely from place to pl ace , nevertheless ,
as a gene ral rule , this method is based on five major elements or factors
of production, including: land , water for irriga t ion, seed , l abor (including implements), and draft animals (4) . Eac h of these is conside r ed to be
equally as important a s the others and, therefore, whoever provides one
element will r eceive one-fifth of the crop. Usually the l and owner
provides l and, water, seed , and occasionally draf t animals; t hus , he gets
four-fifths of the crop; and the peasant who is only furnishing the labor
would get only one-fifth . There is no security of t enure as was mentioned
above . The l and owner has the absolut e power to hire or fire a peasant
or transfer him from one f a rm to another.
The average annual inc ome of a peasant is 60 dollars (8 ) . In case of
a bad year, they might practically get nothing and they would s tarve t o
dea th. With the exception of a few lo calities, ci vili za tion is practically
nonexistant i n the villages. Mos t of the peasants know nothing about
outside of where they live.
The farming system i s very inefficient. With the exce::-+.ion of a f ew
pl a ces, land cultivation systems have no t improvea sin~e 2000 yea rs ago ,
Thousands of acres of land are being eroded due to bP:! ne ovPrt;razed by
1According to Webster's dictionary, peasant is referred to as a rustic
laborer, f armer, or a countryman . In this proposition peasant is r eferring
to those who work on the farm for the land owners, either as a tenant or workdr .
2oenerally, land r eform is referred to as any change in the l anJ ownerbldp
system; either fragmentation or r edistribution. In this proposition it i s
refe rred t o as land distribution among peasants.
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hungry goats. Water is wasted because of the poor method of irrigation
and the lack of knowledge of how to conserve and use water efficiently.
Most of the lands are exhausted and worn out due to the fact that there
has been practically no return in the form of fertilizer to the s oil.
Th& animal manure is being used as a fuel in most villages.
Marketine systems, not only in rural communities but in the whole
country, are very poor. The prices are not stable. If tho ye r is good
for the peasant and the yield is high, the prices are low; and if the year
is bad with low yield , tha prices are high . Therefore, the peasants
suffer in any case.
Credit and agricultural indebtedness is considered as one of th .. most
important fact ors for the present rural poverty. A report on lan~ eform
by the United Nations (7) states:
H! gu rates of inte.rest and high burdens of far:n debt are
characteristic feature s of the agrarian structure in many un erdeveloped countries. Shortage of credit is both cause and effect
of poverty. It i s a cause in that lack of ready money in the
hands of the farmer prevents investments in the farm. But it is
also the effec t or symptom of poverty in that the high interest
rates and a high burden debt reflects a chronic insufficiency of
the f armers ' income . and a permanent tendency for consumption to

outrun production.
In Asia anu the l!J.ddle East a peasant obtains credi t from one of
three sources: one is the village shopkeeper who gives credit on day-today purchases at rates of 100 to 250 percent per annum; the second is the
l andlord who himself borrows from other sour ces; tha third is the middle
man or money lender who usually l ends money to large farm owners. As a
result, the farmer i s always burdened with the payment of high interest
rates incurred tr~ough his poverty in the past. Thus, he cannot make
the investm&nt in t he farm to increase its productivity.

Lack of a decent transportation system is anothe r important factor
that has caused, in part, the present povert y in rural communities. The
only type of transporta tion available in most villages is animal . This ,
of course , has been the main r eason for most of the villagers' ignorance
of the outside world. Communication in many agricultural areas from
large cities or t he capital is ceased during rainy seasons because of bad
roads ,
The peasants have been told what to do and ho~< to do it for centuries
and do not possess self-dependence, This is true especially in the case
of a financial point of view. If a poor peasant gets ric h by earning some
money from a certain source, he would not know what to do with the money;
however , in many cases he 1</0'-!ld get himself an extra wife, or he may consider himself financiall eligible to go to Mecca or any other religious
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shrine . 3 ( In this case he also borrows money from any possible source
with high interest r ate (3) ). As a result he will go br oke again , ana
he usually ends up ~ith a wor se situation.
These above menti oned con itions, under which most of tr~ peasdn"s
i n t he newly developed countries have existed for thcusan s of yea rs ,
cr ea t e many obs t a cles for any kind of reform in those areas .
As t his proposi tion s ta t es . unless there i s somethinr done to raise
s tandards of living of t he rural community , any agrarian reform would not
change t hings ef fect ively. In the f ollowing sections , attempts are mada
t o demons tra t e some examples of land reform att empts which have taken
pl ace i n di f ferent ar eas and have ended with unsatisfactory result s aue
to unreadiness of the rural communities.

The government of Iran h~s at t1mes attempted to transfer lana owners hip t o the peasant s by decree, but these efforts have not been successful.
Her,e is an exampl e r eported by Franklin S. Harris (1), of a land r eform
attempt which t ook place in an ar ea in Seistan , which is a province in the
southea s t pa rt of Iran . This area was once public domain, various par ts
of which wer e r ent ed t o tri bal leaders who 1aanaged the villages and pet"lllitl.ed
the peasant s who actually tilled t he l and to ret ain a portion of the crops .
ln the e arly 1930 ' s a new system supervised by the l'.inistry of Finance was
introduced f or t his part of Seistan. Under t his plan, most of thd land was
so distributed t ha t t he government dealt directly with the peasants. In
thi s distri bution each pea s ant was awarded a s much land as approxiThately
10 acres. However , t he new distribution sys t em was in operation for only 4 or
5 years , but f rom t he beginn ing i t seemed doomed to f ailure. The land
gradually r ever ted to the control of the tribal l eaders and other powerful
landlords (1, 2). The t otal production was rednr:Pd ty h& amount of 75
pe rcent ( 2) .
Harris (1 ) hel d the f ol lowing reasons for the failure of the plan:
1 . The peasa nts were not ccustomed to managing their affairs; th~y
have always depended on t he l andlords for direc t ion . They failed t o mal.nta i n t ho irrigation syst em, fo r i nst ance , because the individual pe~sant s had
never wor ked out a plan of cooperation among themselves. When the l an was
was divi ded , t here wa s no one t o assign tasks to tr£ peasants, and they had
no sys t em of t heir own f or cooperation .
2 . The i ndividual peasants lacked capital for improvements and living
expenses.

3. Ther e was no adequate system for selling the products of a single
f armer .
3I n t he Noslem religi on it is necessary for a has em "o go to ..;cca onc e
in his lif~ as soon as he becomes financially able to o so .
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4 . In short, the f ailure may be attributed to the lack of an adquate
understanding &nd coopera t ion .
Japan {3)
Japan wa s considered an underdeveloped agricultural country in t he
19th century. In ' 1868 when Maiji became emperor, the major!.ty of p<lopl e
were illiterate and sick with no communication between t hem. The emperor
took a serious action f or the welfare of his people by establishing school
systems in rura l areas and building roads and bridges everywhere. By 1870
compulsory education was established for all men and women. First attempts
toward industrialization of the country were made . The effect of this
reform was so effective that in the ear ly twentieth century the f armers
formed an agricultural organization and as ked the government for more
reasonable conditions of land tenure syst.em. The activity of this organization was s t opped durinb the Second WorldWar , but Lmnediately Qft~r the
war, the farmers, through their organization, aske j t he governu1ent f or land
di stribution. L~ that time 95 per cent of the Japanese people were educated
and J apan was considered as one of the progressing industrial countripq in
the world. The Ministry of Agriculture , under the supervision of SCAP
prepared a l and distribution plan which was passed through l egisla tion and
was under exec ution in Octobe r , 1946 . The pe~sant s were so rich that they
could pay 75 percent of the price in cash.
China (J)
Ever since t housands of years ago , the Chinese emperors have orde r ed the
distribution of l and among peasants at various times. But each time after
20 -) 0 years the land was reverted to the control of minori ty groups to
powerful landlords. Thus the peasants stayed poor and sick. Finally , the
pressure of poverty of million of naked and hungry people could no longer
be ignored , and with the help of Communis t block, a bloody revolution took
place in 1927 t ha t t ook the Chinese people to the Communist world forever.
Mexico (7)
Land r eform in Nexico wa s the outcome of the revolution of 1910.
Before that revolution, the land was owned by large plantation own r s ,
employing l abore rs on a semi-feudal basis. The land dist r ibution unde r
the reform has been granted under a special form of tenure known as "e jido ",
which is most likely a cooperative farm . Private ownership in nei ther the
wate r nor the subsoil can be established under this type of reform ; they
may be help only under concession.
In evaluating the result of the reform, it seems gener ally agreed, as
is stated by a United Nations report (?), that f rom the economical point
of view, the results have been unsatisfactory. The yield per acre on
"ejido" farms was somewhat lower thsn on privately owned farms of comparable s ize. There would appear to have been little improvement in f arming
methods . Shortage of credit remained one of the many obstacles to
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illprove ment. The pr ocess of la nd distribution has be<or: very slo~o~ ~ud
ineffici ent. According to the l ';i40 statistics , 42 percent of t he total
number of peopl e employed in agrir•lllture were regist ered as righ t ful
claimants t o pieces of l and in t he "e j ido . " Ho .. ever , cf tht<se , approxi mately 50 percent did net cultivate thei r sha r e , owing t o t he lack of
resource s and e quipment . So consequently, r ather mor-e t han half of those
who could have l and were compelled t o work a s agr icultural labor er s .
Cooperati ve

sys~ems

do not work (3)

Charles Howard (3), a British expert in rur al cooperatives , makes the
fallowing statements as one of t he ni ne pri nciples " f coorerabves: "1'he
members should have a thorough kno~ledge of thPir cooperative , incl~din g
its goals , principles , management ,and membe r ' s duty ; without it tht: re sult
is a failure."
In Yugoslavia , after having experienced many diff1cultl~s in establ~sh
ing cooperatives among peasant s, the governmert decideJ tr.o ~ t he management
of such cooperatives i s i mpos sible unless th<- peasants ar e educated enough
to understand the goals and principl e s of a cooperative system. And f i nally
they shifted to the •collective f a rm" system in which t he pea s ants work
for the government .
In Iran almost all of t ho cooperative s which have been organized for
the peasants• benefit have gone broke after a f ew years a nd are clo~ed now.
From all these unsati sf a ctorJ re s ult s that have been encounter ed a fter
l and distribution among peasants in those countries, the following conclusions
can be made:
'fhe three gr eat e st r easons for the failure of l and reform projec t s
have been:

1.

The shortage of ca pital on

th~

pa r t of

pc~sants .

2 . The l ack of peasant s ' experience in managing t r.eir own f armi ng
enterprise .

3. The l ack of peasants • expe r ie ce and ability to coope r ate ,
Problem number one coul d be sal ved by establi~hment of credit syslems
for the peasants by the government; the last two pro l bms cannot be solved
by money. It r equires, rather, year s of education before they are psychologically ready to own land and be able Lo manage ic ec onomically.
What do do then7
The existing poverty among peasants in these coun t ries , as I think ,
is not due to the fact that they do not own land, but rather is a result
of many other interrelated factors. Thus, if the m&in ob ject i s t o raise
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the standard of ~v~ng of these people, not just a political propaganda ,
the following items should be considered for an effective reform:

1.
2.

J,

Est ablishment of a ~ood taxation policy.
Educa t ion , t ransportation , health (welfare).
Deve lopment of light industry.

The fi rst step t o minimize the class differences is by getting large
amounts of taxes from the r ich people (including large plantation owne rs)
the s &me way as in America, and spending the money on the welfare of the
poor people (Step 2). The i mportance of the second step is obvious. In
the t hir d step the government should evelop light industry like food
proces sing , textiles , fertilizers, a~nufscturing, etc. This would create
a job-makinr sou r ce f or th~ country. The land o•ners , th~n , will l~ve to
do one of these threa things (1) rai se the salary or share of the peasants
in order to keep th~ i r wor k in tneir farms , (2) mechanize tneir farms
an let the peasants go to wo rk in the factories with higher salaries ;
and ( J ) sell the ldna to t.he cultivators and go int.o other businesses .
In any case , i t would be ben.-ficial to the peasants and to the country.
It is se en here that tl.& land reform is practically and automatically done

and in case there is a further need for it , the farmers who are educated
enough t o reali ze t hi s need would demand it and bave it as in the case of
Japan in 1945.
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Proposition

~5:

The countires that are sending students to the
United States or Europe to get higher education
should prepare themselves to send more graduate
students .

According to the l~tes t report of 1962 (4), more than 58 , 000
foreign students are enrolled in 18 , 00 United States colleges and
universities . This is a 10 percent increase over the previous year and
represents 1 . 6 percent of the total enrollment in all colleges and universities of the Uni ted States. However , in Europe , this percAntage is
much higher . According to the UNESCO Report (4) in some countries in
Europe this figure goes up to 32 percent of the total enrollment, the
average being around 15 percent. In 1951-52 , 3~ percent of the foreign
students in the United States were of graduate and research standing (1).
According t o a report of 1961 (2) only 13 percent of foreign students in
the United States came from Europe; the rest, 87 percent, came largely
from Asia , South America , and Africa .
Type of students going abroad
Students go abroad to cell ge for three main reasons:
1 , The capacity of colleges and universities in one country is
insufficie nt t o meet the number of high school graduates who wish to go
to college . As an exampl~ , in Iran each year appr oxiffiately 15 ,000 high
school graduat e s r e gister for college entrance examinations from whtch
only 1500 are selected. Thus , 90 percent of the students who are rejected
have to either go to Europe anJ the United States to study , or qui t school.
Thi s type of student is either financed privately or by his government .

2. The facilities for raduate '"'ork and research are insufficient
in all fields of study so that students should go to anothe r country to
go to graduate school for s peciali zation . These students are mostly
financed by t heir governments or some other foundation.
3 . Exchange students . In t his case students of one country go to
another for a short pe riod (1 t o 2 years) to learn something about educat ion in other countries on an exchange basis. These stu ents are usually
f i nanced by the government.
Ths object of this proposition is to minilnize the nun1ber of students
of the first category and only encourage the students of t he second and
third t ype .
As it wns mentioned before , a big majority of the foreign students
in the United States and Europe come from newly developed countries. The
main idea for t hose students is to finish school here and go back to help
their country t o catch up with the fast-growing modern world. Therefore ,
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if by any cnance some stu ents stay i n this country and refuse to go
back home the whole idea has f~lled . According to a recent report ()) ,
10 per cent of the f oreign students stay in this country an never go back .
In t he follo~~ng paragraphs, I am going to compare the chara cteristics
of graduate students and high school graduates wjth respect t o their
behavior in a foreign country. The possibilities of the idea will be
discussed at the end .

Maturity
Maturity , in most cases, is directly related to the age. Thus, it
could be concluded that graduate students are more mature than high school
gradua t es . To study i n a foreign country, especially for students who come
fro~ a comple t ely different culture , maturity i s a very important factor .
'.o/i th relation to this point , Du Bois (1) in his book, Foreign Students
and Higher Edu·cation in the United States, makes the following statements
favorin g graduate students:
Graduate students are usually more mature, and therefore ,
(a) they can develop a better grasp of the host country in a
short tim~ ; (b) the grasp they develop is more likely to be
objective; (c) they are more likely to adapt t o American
culture t han to emulate it; (d) they are better able to give
Americans an informal picture of their own country.
The main important thing here is that generally high school graduates
(usually 18 t o 19) , have been financially and moral)~ under the control of
their parents before they came hbre . But , as soon as th y leave their
country , they are on t heir own . Considering the anount of freedom that
a per son could have in this country , there is an abrupt change in the
lives of these arriving young students; consequent y , many of them start
to divert from their stuly an become involved in mar~ things that they
should not . Fer instance , I have seen many undergraduate s t udents who
buy a sports car one month after they arrive here; ana , of course, this
is the beginning of diversion.
Alienation

Du Bois(l) believes that aliona t ion or denationali za tion is a func t ion
of age , l ength of sojourn , and the nature of the stujent •s stake in his
home land . The younge r the s tud ent , the longer is his stay abroad; and
the looser become his t ies to his country, and the greater are the risks
of alienation . It seems natural to say that graduate students a r e older ,
they sta~· a shor ter tin£, and the ir ties to their hoJieland are stronger .
Therefore, t he risk of alienation for graduate stu "ents is much less .
Another aspect of alienation i s the fact that it is usually a r esult of
mixed marr iages , which chance for a gradua te student is less .
Academic achievements
Here again Du Bois (1) is of the opinion that graduate students have
more clearly defined career and study goals and ~re, therefore , more like~
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t o conc10ntrate on their objactives . This is trlkl because a ;;rbdUalta
student as a. g ner al rule, has "1 re«dy chosen his flelu of study be fore
he arrives here ; ar.d he , herefor e , does not waste i1is ti.llie. !11~ ''"' Lurity ,
of cour5e , is the main i~ortant fALtor for his concenl for his s t udy .
Usefulne ss for the home _2_ountry
Suppose that a high s chool graduat~ comes to t his country dnd s t ar t s
to study in college ~~th a major in entomology and pest control or agricultural econondcs, and he gets a B.S. or Joi .S . or Ph . D. degree. Tnis
student has learned about insec ts which are agricul"urally important
for t he condi t ions of t his country or he has learned about ma r keting
systems that a re i n operation here . Thus, when he goes back home he is
faced with the big problem of not knowing much about his o~-n country, plus
the fact t hat for a B. S. major a student should take humanity courses such
as sociology, art , e tc. , ~<hich fire most ly unique f or this country . This
problem does not exist for a graduate s tudent, because hQ has been in
college at home f or four years and has learned enough abou t his owu countr-.r.
The gradua te study abroad • oul d be some additional informa t ion for him .
Tho question of engineeril:>.&. tra inl.ng
A gr aduate of an engineer ing college in the United States i 's considered
an engineer traine e and has t o have f our yea •s of' tra i ning undo~ the s upe vision of a senior enginee r before he can work priva t ely as an eng neer,
In the case of foreign stude nts , thy usua.l.ly go tac k hom.; and start to
wo~k as an engineer.
This is becau»e of two main reasons: (a) U, home
countrie s do not r e'J.uire the four years of training, and (b) th., ru are not
many engineering trair~ g jobs ope to foreign students. Considbr lng the
f ac t that these · nexperienced engim.ers in their home c-:>untrie& "·" bring
some loss of pr es tige to June r ican institutions, the i:nnortance of t<.is
training pr ogra m becomes clear. An al!>o , it is t h:- ti-a ining that is ore
important f or an en~~ ne e r, not LhH four years of t neo~ . However , it is
much e asie r f or the home countries
offer the four yea r ~ of t heor.,tica l
training but not the practical ones.
Pos~bil,.Hi e s

of the suggestion

There are two i ruport&nt things for t he proVid1.ng of su fl'i cienL college
and wiversity faciliti es t o train undergraciuate student s : per sonal and
financial. In my opinion both could be solved very easily i n the case
of certain countries. For example , there are 14,000 Iranian studen ts
studying in the United States and Europe. Of these, 4 ,000 are graduate
students and 10 , 000 are undergraduates. Appr oxima tely 7 , 000 unde rgraduate s
are goverr~nt-sponsored s t uden s who a r e getting an average of $2 ,000 per
year . This ~Could arnou;•1t to 14 million dollars which is about three times
as much a s the aru1ual budget of tr.e University of Ter~a~ (5 million dollars
annual buoget with 1) , 000 students) . This means th~t they reall.Y could use
the money to establish s ufficien t colleges at the undergraduate l evel . The
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providing of professors is no probl~ro in Iran bec&use therE are many
Ph . D. ' s from the Unit ed States and Europe who retu..l'"fl to lran buL find no
decent job , and finally they go back to the host country.
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